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Ed activities budget sent back to Sparks
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Here comes the sun

Lamron photo by BRIAN KNUTSON

Despite a battle between the elements, the sun won out over hall and rain earlier this
week. An OCE coed takes advantage of the "here today, gone tomorrow" sun by studying
In the Monmouth City Park.

Law opens student records
By LEE KELLY
Lamron Writer
On Nov. 19, 1974, a federal law
known
as
the
"Family
Educational Rights and Privacy
Acts," also known as the Buckley
amendment, went into effect on
Nov. 19, 1974. The law was
sponsored by
Sen. James
Buckley, R-N.Y.
The law allows college students
access to any of their educational
records,
including
files,
documents and other materials
kept by a college which contain
information directly related to a
student. It also restricts most of
this information from being
made available to any other
Party, whether this be an
employer, another student or a
student's parents, without the
written consent of the student.
The Buckley law provides that
a college can publicly release
only "directory information"
afc)ut
a student. Directory
'^formation includes a student's
name, address, telephone listing,
date and place of birth and major
held of study.
According to OCE Registrar
Stan Kenyon, the Buckley law
has produced little change at his
°tfice. Kenyon said that it has
always been the practice at OCE
for a student to be able to review
his or her records.
The Registration Office only

keeps a file on a student's
academic record, which is
composed chiefly of his grade
transcript.
Any disciplinary record would
be handled by the Dean of
Students office and would also be
strictly confidential.
According to Harold Mason of
the OCE Placement Office a new
policy has resulted from the
Buckley law regarding files kept
for student references and
recommendations.
Such files have been available
to students to put letters of
recommendation in for prospec
tive employers to refer to. Only
recommendations
that
the
student himself has requested
have been allowed to be entered
into his file.
In past years such records have
been kept strictly confidential, so
that while prospective employers
may see the file with the students
permission, the student himself
was not allowed to see it.
With the new law stating that
students must be able to see all
information held regarding them
unless they have signed a waiv-er releasing them from that
right, a new policy has been
initiated.
Students.who wish to establish
a file must now sign a form listing
their file as either "open" or
"confidential".

A confidential file means that
the student waives his right to see
information, which may be
examined only by authorized
Placement Office employes and
employers utilizing Placement
Office services who have per
mission of the student.
Some employers prefer to see
only confidential references,
since they believe writers are
more complete and reliable if
they know their statements will
be kept confidential.
An open file means that a
student may himself inspect all
material located therein. In the
open policy it still holds that
anyone else wanting to see the
file must get the student's per
mission.
A student cannot have parts
of his file open and parts
confidential, it must all be one
way or the other.
If a student at any time wishes
to change his file from a con
fidential to an open basis, all
material on file at the time will be
destroyed.
If
the student
requests, materials can be
returned to the writers, with a
note advising of the change and
allowing them to rewrite,
resubmit or keep their com
ments.
Almost all students who have
files at the Placement Office use
the confidential system.

Heated debate in Senate
leads to close decision
By PAT STIMAC
Lamron Writer
The ASOCE Senate voted nine
to seven Monday to send the
educational activities budget
allocation back to John Sparks,
OCE Director of Business Af
fairs.
The vote also moved the
Student Art Show, Children's
Theatre and the Traveling Art
Show from the educational Ac
tivities budget to ASOCE line
item budgets, so that those three
student-initiated events will
remain under student budgeting.
The main reason for putting
this part of the budget back under
Spark's control was that students
were overbudgeting educational
activities, which includes drama,
music, forensics, and Campbell
Hall Art Gallery.
Sparks sets the budget for
students by setting up two
categories. This year and next
the student's total budget is
$60,000. When Sparks arrives at
that figure he budgets 25 percent,
or $15,000 to educational ac
tivities and 75 per cent, or $45,000
to ASOCE.
Thus $15,000 is designated to be
spent
on
drama,
music,
forensics, and Campbell Hall,
with the other $45,000 being used
for
ASOCE
government,
concerts, movies, the Lamron,
ASOCE social events such as
Mom's Day and New Student
Week, and ASOCE Line Items
such as the Blood Drive and the
Outdoor Program.
During the past few years,
however, the senate has been
giving an increasingly higher
percentage to educational ac
tivities.
Budget out of hand
This year's recommended
budget has 32.5 per cent of the
$60,000
budget
going
to
educational activities, over
$19,000. This means that over
$4000 has to be taken from con
certs or some other ASOCE
budget.
Business
Manager
Dwaine
Kronser
and
the
Financial
Board,
which
recommended the change to the
senate, felt that budgeting for
educational activities was getting
way out of hand. Therefore they
recommended the change, which
is actually just going back to the
way the budget was handled two
years ago.
Most of the senators who voted
"no" on the change were con
cerned to see students lose
control of a budget that they had
fought so hard to get. Neil
Haugen, a physical education
senator, felt that the senate
should be trying to get control
over other budgets, such as the
$78,000 athletic budget or the over
$90,000 College Center budget,
than returning part of the control
that students already have.
The Financial Board's only
answer is that Sparks has always
had control of the budget.
Students can only allocate
money. Sparks allocates .he
original percentage. A request
that he allocate educational
activities their original 25 per
cent will accompany the retur
ning budget.
Another argument used by
those protesting the change was
that it would cut bac*™sic,
drama, forensics, and Campbell
Hall. Cris Vaughan, off-campus
senator, said that is not true. It
would not be cutting them back,
he said, "only limiting them to
their budgets." He also said that
problem not new to OCE, but
we'd like to make it one of the
past."

Joe McLeod, a social science
sentator, led a list of senators
that were confused on the entire
matter. Many senators heard
nothing about the proposal until
the senate meeting, while most
others heard of it only hours
before. McLeod unsuccessfully
moved to table the issue until
more information came out. The
debate over the issue lasted an
hour and one-half.
When the matter finally came
to a vote McLeod was the last
senator to vote. When it came to
him he had been counting the
votes and knew that the vote was
eight "Yes," seven "no" and that
if he voted "no" it would be a tie.
He took time to comment on the
debate before actually voting
yes. He felt that it really didn't
make that much difference if
Sparks were to assume control,
and voted "yes" because of that.
Budget not completed
The budget is far from being
completed. Roy Combest, a math
senator who moved to accept the
proposal, urged those senators
who are still confused on the
matter to find out more about the
whole thing before the next
meeting. If they still feel that it is
a bad idea, he said they may
move to return it to the students.
Sparks is the man who will
receive the budget to work with
When asked whether he minded
taking over the budget he said
that it didn't make a bit of
difference 'to him. "I can
appreciate the pressure placed
on the students who have decided
the budget," he said.
He said although there is a lot
of work in budgeting for
educational activities he could
easily handle it. But he wants to
make sure students want him to
do it. "There is never a point of
satisfaction in the educational
activities budget," he said. But
he has maintained that they
should stay at the 25 per cent
level.
There is no senate meeting next
Monday because of Memorial
Day. The budget transferral and
all other budget changes will
have to be brought up at the June
2 meeting unless a special
meeting is called before the end
of the term.
Should the educational ac
tivities budget remain in Sparks'
hands, the rest of the budget
should take a lot less time to
finish. As the Financial Board
proposal pointed out, however,
sending the budget to Sparks
doesn't close the door to any new
student program. However, if the
music department comes up with
a request for more travelling
expenses or related projects,
they would have to go through
Sparks for funding rather than
the senate.

No classes on
Memorial Day
Classes will not be held
Monday, May 26 in ob
servation of Memorial
Day. College offices will
also be closed with the
exception of the library.
The library will be open
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday, May 24, and will
be closed Sunday, May 26.
Special open hours are
scheduled from 2 p.m. to 10
p.m. Monday, for the
convenience of students
and faculty.

Some fields open

Jobs for grads scarce
Movie Changed to Thursday Night - "Paper Moon," originally

scheduled Friday, will be shown Thursday night instead due to the
holiday weekend. The movie will be shown in the College Center Coffee
Shop at 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. A chapter of the Buck Rogers serial will
also be shown. Admission is $1.
The OCE literary magazine, "Nor
thwest Passage," is available this week and next week in the College
Center. There is no charge for the magazine.
Literary Magazine Available

Krueger to Talk The Tuesday, May 27 Natural Science Seminar in
entitled "Computing in Oregon Higher Education." The speaker will
be Dr. E. Rex Krueger, Vice Chancellor for Educational Systems. The
seminar is free and is open to the public. It will be at noon in NS 103.
"Odd Squad" Plans Potluck - The academic re-entry group will
meet from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday, May 28 in the College Center
Willamette Room. The meeting is open to the public at any time, and
coffee is provided. Final plans for the potluck will be discussed.
Pre-registration Set Thursday - Pre-registration for fall term 1975
will be held Thursday, May 29 from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Old Gym.
Classes will be cancelled during those hours except for the 4:30 p.m. to
7 p.m. classes and science labs. The schedule of classes will be
available this week in the College Center.
Library to Stay Open Over Holiday - Memorial Day will be observed
Monday, May 26, and the college will be closed with the exception of
the library. The library will be open Saturday, May 24 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., Sunday, May 25, closed and Monday, May 26 from 2 to 10 p.m.
Paychecks Can be Mailed - Those who will be paid on June 10 but

cannot call for their checks at the pay window should leave their ad
dresses with Maxine Fox at the payroll office so checks can be mailed.
SOE A to Meet - The Student Oregon Education Association will meet
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, May 28 at the home of the SOEA president.
For more information, call Kathy at 838-3660.
Refund Addresses Needed Student deposit refunds, $15 this year,
will be mailed to students home address as it appears on schedule
cards in mid or late July. Those students with an address change may
contact Sherry Caranza in the Business Office. Social Security num
bers should be included with any requested changes.
Pool Sets New Swim Times New swim times began May 19 at the
OCE Pool. They are: public swim from 4 p.m. to 4:45 p.m. each day,
college recreational syvim will be from 4:45 p.m. to5:30 p.m.
Chamber Music Concert Set - A chamber music concert is set in the
Music Hall auditorium at 8 p.m. Tuesday, May 27. It will be 20th
century music. There is no admission charge.
Kent, Jessert to Sing
OCE student Steven Kent, a musiciancomposer, and Linda Jesser, a Portland singer, will perform at the
Wednesday, May 28 Coffee Shop concert. The concert will be from
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the College Center. There is no admission
charge.
'Endgame' Set - Steve Lady will direct the spring term studio
production of "Endgame" by Samuel Beckett. It will be presented
May 30 and 31 inthe OCE Little Theatre. Curtain is 8:15 p.m. There is
no admission charge.
*
Opera Tour Planned An opera tour to Seattle is being planned by
Ewan Mitton. Further information on the tour may be obtained by
contacting Ms. Mitton in the music department.
Opera Workshop Postponed The opera workshop, "Scenes From
Figaro," originally scheduled May 23 and 24, had been postponed until
fall term of next year.
Student Art Exhibited
The best in OCE student art will be on
exhibit in Campbell Hall Gallery 107 until June 14. Selected pieces
from the art show will comprise a traveling exhibit next year.
Photo Display Continues Photographs by Claire Trotter will be on
display in the College Center through June 7.
Recognition Dessert Set The OCE recognition dessert will be held
at 8 p.m. in the College Center on Wednesday, May 28.
Culbertson to Speak
Ruth Culbertson will give a slide-talk on
Turkey and Yugoslavia Thursday, May 29. The talk will be from noon
to 1 p.m. in the College Center. All interested persons are welcome.
There is no admission charge.

BELL, BOOK
& CANDLE
SPECIALS:

"The Art of Walt Disney"
(Paperback)
"Backpacking, One Step At A Time"
i , "Zen, in The Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance"
IBell, lBoofe,anb Canble
IBoofe &>tore

250 Court

St.

N.E.

Salem, OR 97301

581-0134
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By DENA MINATO
Lamron Writer

This June approximately
150,000 students will graduate
from U.S. colleges. To most of
these college seniors the job
scene looks grim and uncertain.
With the tight national job
market in a recession economy,
college counselors are trying
desperately to place graduates.
Many times the jobs just aren't
there.
Hundreds of companies are
keeping their college recuiters at
home due to a lack of openings.
Of the companies that are hiring
graduates, many are cutting
back on the number as much as
half.
Often, companies interview
more than 300 students for just
three or four jobs. Adding to
student jitters, is the un
predictability of the firms which
schedule interviews, then cancel
them and reschedule them again.
Competition even exists in
signing up for interviews.
Students can work and study
hard for four years and lose out
on a good job because they don't
get an interview.
In the midst of all this uncer
tainty, however, some fields are
open according to a Gannett
News Service survey of college
campuses across the nation.
Engineering open

One
of
these
fields
is
engineering. An engineering
student with a B average will
probably be offered at least five
or six plant trips. Such a trip
usually means a job offer.
The survey also found ac
counting, special education, and
health fields, including nursing,
dental hygiene and phar
maceuticals to be strong fields.
Women and members of
minority groups are finding
opportunities even greater
because of the affirmative action
hiring programs.
According to the University of
Vermont placement director, the
first thing recruiters look for on
the interview schedules is how
many women are on the list.
Women's chances good

Women and black engineering
students, for example, are fin
ding they have no problems in
getting
jobs. One
woman
engineering major commented,
"I'm not really concerned about
getting a job," and a black
engineering student has turned
down plant trips that "just don't
interest me."
Placement directors across the
nation were polled concerning
what fields were good and what
were not so good. The following
results were compiled.
Again, strong demands are
found in health areas and ac
counting. Other good areas are a
data processing, sales and
marketing, industrial tech
nology, surveying, computer
s c i e n c e s ,
b u s i n e s s
administration
and
soil
scientists.
With 70 per cent of OCE
students going into teaching, this
area is of particular concern.
Contrary to what some may
think, all is not gloomy for
prospective teachers.
Opportunities in teaching
appear good for the graduate who
is not too choosy about where he
locates. According to OCE
director of placement and
teacher
education,
Harold
Mason, people often limit the
area where they will work for
personal reasons.
"Though it is understandable
many times why they limit
themselves, it is easier to place
them if they do not limit their
employment area," said Mason.
"Getting a primary teaching
position in an urban setting is
difficult. The opportunities seem
to be for positions in more rural
areas," he added.

Where women were being
favored in other areas, oppor
tunities for the male elementary
teachers are better, according to
Mason.
"The percentage of graduates
gaining employment over the
years shows OCE to have a high
placement rate," stated Mason.
He estimated that 75 per cent of
those in secondary education
obtain positions and 80 to 85 per
cent of the elementary majors
find jobs.
Areas which appear to be good
are mathematics, science and
often the English / Social Science
combination, especially on the
junior high level.
Mason
commented
that
students who are willing to take
on additional assignments such
as coaching often find more
opportunities. He also said that
demands are greater for primary
teachers in reading and bilingualbicultural programs.
Hunt begins early

The process of seeking a job for
the OCE senior begins early in
the year when they compile a
placement file which includes
recommendations from
individuals with whom they have
worked in education related
activities.
These recommendations are
from college faculty and teachers
they have worked with in student
Students
are
teaching.
sometimes contacted on campus
for direct interviews or pursue
opportunities from a weekly
placement list.
Mason observed that while
there are a large number of
vacancies and opportunities,
there is also a large number of
applicants. "It is a competitive
field," he said.
There is a program at OCE
connected with the teacher
placement program to help the
non-teaching graduates to find
jobs. Mason's office works with
the corrections staff to develop
resumes and maintain files.
Of the 25 per cent of OCE's
graduates which are not placed,
many do not seek teaching
positions because they have
decided to use their education in
some
other
way.
Their
background qualifies them for
jobs in human service areas and
public oriented jobs.
If a student is not placed
following graduation but still
wants a teaching job, Mason's
office continues to work with him
or her. Often jobs do not come up
until June, July, August or even
September of the following year,
so some students are placed
later.
Mason's advice to those hoping
to obtain a teaching position is to
be able to communicate to
prospective employers what you

have to offer in the way of helping
the kids.
Nationwide there is a surplus of
boys'
physical
education
teachers while industrial arts,
math and physical science
teachers are in demand. English,
biology, and history are listed as
trouble spots.
Christian education is a bright
spot in the job picture. Students
at Western Baptist Bible College
are not feeling the employment
pressures that are confronting
other 1975 graduates, as there are
no problems in church-related
vocations such as pastorates and
Christian school teachers.
With the job situation as it is,
more students are considering
other
alternatives.
ROTC
enrollments have climbed for the
past few years and the armed
forces have noticed growing lists
of applicants.
Grad studies gain

Many students are leaning
towards post-graduate studies,
partly
to obtain a more
specialized education, and also
because there are no jobs
awaiting them so they might as
well stay in school.
Students seeking jobs in this
competitive job market are given
all kinds of advice. According to
University
of
Oregon's
placement director, his best job
candidates are those who keep
hammering on doors.
Many counselors stress that
students must be flexible about
the geographic areas they will
work in. Mobility is an important
factor.
Most counselors and placement
directors encourage job-seekers
to be persistent. They are told
that they are not going to find
instant success, but not to let this
get them down.
Other job hunting tips include:
Send resumes to the manager
who will do the hiring, not to the
personnel office, and after
sending a resume and cover
letter to a potential employer,
follow it up with a telephone call
and ask for an interview.
Students are advised to keep in
contact with a potential em
ployer. If possible, they should
call once a month to see if a job .
has opened up. If an employer
cannot offer a job, a student
should ask what other firms in
the industry are hiring. Most
important, start looking for a job
early.
1975 graduates do face keen
competition for fewer jobs than in
years before and the picture is
not always attractive for
everybody. But counselors and
job placement officials all over
the country emphasize that
landing a job is not impossible if
students "give it the old college
try."
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New cha
By TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron Writer
M ' S S K l a m m e r this
'h?
is probably due to the good effort
of getting the polls in the Music
Hall and in the Humanities
m°re
have
Building as well as the College
^ e . n , t e r - More posters and
a b ° u t t h e voting might
"If that was the case I would
help, she said, "But what can you
have fewer interested
ra ther
say to cure student apathy?"
students working in the senate
"Everyone is welcome to applv
than a full apathetic senate."
th O S t r e n 9 t hened.'' S t ! r h t e e d cife nd
for senate positions," Miss
e
P
r
9
r
a
m
a
n
d
S
E
E
K
as examp^ °
Klammer stated. Currently there
Miss Klammer was elected as
Senate Chairperson on May 12.
Because she was not at OCE are 12 unfilled senate positions.
She had served as Senate last year evaluating this year's She hopes to gain new senators by
Chairperson pro tern after the student government as a who|e js telling department heads that
they aren't represented and
May 5 resignation of Lily Driskill
MiSS Klammer. She
cannot
having them try to find some one
Miss Driskill resigned because of
how one of the
to fill the positions.
vears
health reasons.
than th 9 .u h a v e b e e n b e t + e r
The present senators can also
Other things she hopes the ItnHn
t °
Compared to the
recruit. When the new freshmen
senate will accomplish next year
student government at Eastern
arrive next fall she hopes to be
Oregon, the school she attended
are having the boards get to know
each other better -- "more last year, she rated OCE's able to interest and recruit some
of them for senate openings.
interaction" -- and a "stronger, government as being "far betAfter her year as Senate
more involved senate working for
Chairperson, Miss Klammer
Next year's student govern
the benefit of the students and the
would like to stay involved in the
ment has women in three out of
college."
senate. The capacity she will be
five top offices. Besides Miss
A sophomore in elementary
involved in depends on her
Klammer, other women included
education from
LaGrande,
classes and her time, as she will
Candy Harley as Social Board
Oregon, Miss Klammer would
be student teaching.
like to work for a masters in some Director and Ruth Odegaard as
Looking farther ahead into the
the
first
woman
president
in
20
type of special education. She is
future, Miss Klammer does not
years.
looking at deaf education right
see herself extremely involved in
"I'm not a libber, I don't think
now.
politics. Some involvement in
sex is a factor of doing a good
local and state politics is,
In high school Miss Klammer
job," Miss Klammer said. however, a possibility.
was not involved in student "People should be looked at to
Lamron photo by DARYL BONITZ
"If I go into special education
government. However, she was see if they are doing a good job,
K'Tmer'd975-76 5enate
lnL
cites
I'll
probably
get
involved
in
secretary of Girls League, not whether they are a man or a
Interaction and a "strong foil senate." as two of her goals
programs for them, such as
president of the Drama Club and
tor
next
year,
woman."
getting bills passed for that," she
editor of the newspaper. She
"I think that the newly elected
said. "Other than that I really
became interested in the OCE officers are qualified for their
can't say right now."
Senate by serving as senate
jobs and I'm sure each of them
secretary this year. Elected as an
will try and do their best."
education senator, she would be
This year's turnout for senate
serving in that position next year elections was a record 136 voters,
Lane Shetterly, a sophomore in senate on Monday. Her main jobs
if she had not been elected although it was not even five per
music education from Dallas, will be to help on publicity for
chairperson.
cent of the student body of 3,000.
was selected as senate vice- upcoming events and to help
chairperson by Lisa Klammer, setting up social events. She will
chairperson. Shetterly's also do any jobs assigned to her
appointment was approved by by Social Activities Director
the ASOCE Senate Monday, May Candy Harley.
19.
The position of Outdoor
Recognition Dessert will be
Program director is still open.
His main duties are chairing
next Wednesday, May 28 at 8 p.m. the Committee on Committees, Applications are available in the
in the Pacific Room of the College acting as parlimentarian at ASOCE office. The position will
By TERRI SCHMIDT
they leave the Wayside and when Center. Everyone is invited to the senate meetings, and chairing
be filled at the June 2 senate
Lamron Writer
they reach the College Center. free program.
any meetings by students who meeting.
Recognition
Dessert
is
a
Contestants will leave at two
Outdoor Program Director's
are on faculty-student com
Cash awards totaling $96, plus
job centers around organizing
minute intervals until they are all chance to officially honor various mittees. Shetterly began as vicenumerous trophies will be given on the course.
students deserving recognition. chairperson this week and will outdoor student events. The
away as prizes in the first annual
dealt only
with
Refreshments will be available Each department has been given serve in that position for the 1975- program
Monmouth to Salem bike rally. to contestants at the two rest the opportunity to nominate one 76 senate.
wilderness activities in the past,
The rally begins at 10 a.m. stations along the course. The or two students out of that
but is now expanded to include
Carol Baunach, a sophomore in awide variety of activities,
Saturday, May 24, at the College rest stations will be at Rickreall department who they feel
math / secondary education, was almost anything that students
Center.
and near the overpass at Oak deserve recogntion.
Along with these department approved as 1975-76 assistant suggest. Salary for this position is
Entries are being taken Knoll. These stations will have
through Saturday. Entry fee is 50 oranges and/or some type of awards, students who made the social activities director by the work-study.
cents through Friday, May 23. On
juice. Bandaids and limited Who's Who among college
the day of the rally the entry free medical
supplies
will
be students and honor roll graduates
will be honored.
will be 75 cents. Students may available also.
Pres. Leonard Rice will also
enter in the ASOCE office.
Hotdogs and something to
There are three different drink will be available at the speak. Members of the Executive
Board, Senate, Social Board,
divisions in the rally. They are Wayside. All refreshments and
of
Administration,
junior division, senior division food will be free of charge to Board
Financial Board, and Inter-Dorm
and teams. Junior division contestants.
includes anyone with a bike with
The clock will not be stopped at Council aand winners of student
five speeds or less. Senior the rest stations, and no more scholarships will be announced.
Dean Blake Moranville will
division includes anyone with a than one hour will be allowed at
present the outstanding senior
five or more speed bike. All the Wayside.
speeds will be required to enter
The three times closest to the male award and Dean Judy
Osborn
will present the
this division. Each of these pre-established time in the junior
divisons will have a pre and senior divisions will receive corresponding female award.
determined goal time.
torphies and cash awards. First
Teams will have five members. prize is $10, second prize is $8
Each person on the team must and third prize is $5. They will
complete the full race course. also receive trophies.
The three times of the teams
The times will be averaged to
determine the winner. Persons which are closest to the preentered on teams may also be established time will receive
entered in the junior or senior trophies and cash awards. First
prize is $25, second prize is $15
division.
The course will begin in front of and third is $10.
The event is being sponsored by
the College Center. Contestants
will ride north on Monmouth Ave. the Social Board and the Outdoor
Program. Co-chairmen for the
to Hoffman Road, and then follow
event are Cris Vaughan and
Hoffman Rd. to the beginning of
Lauren Burch.
the bike path which goes north,
The rally is to generate interest
Paralleling Highway 99.
This will be followed to the in the Outdoor Program, bike
Rickreall-Highway 22 junction. rallies and bike riding, according
^ the junction of highways 99 to Vaughan. The rally will also be
end 22 the contestants will turn an indicator of interest in bike
riding, which might result in
r 'ght and proceed toward Salem.
428 Main St.
The bike path will cross the more bike paths in the area or a
bike rental program.
J"°ad on an overpass near the Oak
Dallas - 623-2696
"Hopefully this will become an
Knoll Golf Course. This path will
annual
event," Vaughan said.
tead directly to the Holman

"My goal is that I would like to
Lisa
see a full senate," said
Klammer, Senate Chairperson
"But I don't want it just full of
people just filling positions."

Prizes awarded for
Saturday's bike rally

Award
dessert
planned

Shetterly appointed

GREENWOOD
STATIONERS

' E v e r y t h i n for
g
the student''

Your wedding
in pictures

completing one half of
jhecourse. The return course will
follow the same paths in reverse
order.
The contestants will be timed
Jhen they leave the College
e
^ nter, when they arrive at
"to'man Wayside and again when
Wayside,
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Budget controversial
In a surprise move Monday, the ASOCE Senate passed
a proposal to return the budget allocations for
educational activities to John Sparks, OCE Director of
Business Affairs. The ed activities budget was formerly
allocated by the Senate. There are both good and bad
sides to the bill.
The measure, drawn up by Financial Board, actually
admits defeat on the part of the student government.
The reason for the proposal was that students have not
been able to keep educational activities within their 25
per cent of the budget. When they exceed that per
centage ASOCE activities must suffer as a result. The
move itself makes sense -- it is perhaps the only way the
ASOCE budget can be held within its limits.
Unfortunately, that move represents a trend in
student activities. Students seem to be giving up the
rights which they fought so hard for in the late 1960's and
early 1970's. For example, students protested for the
right to vote, and for the right to sit on faculty com
mittees, yet turnout has been poor among those given
the franchise, and students have shown little interest in
administrative affairs. Turning the budget back over to
Sparks may prove to be one more step in that direction.
Another drawback to the bill was the method by which
it was passed. Senate passed the bill after a long debate,
despite the fact that many of the senators had not seen
the proposed bill before the meeting. A motion to table
the bill so senators could study it further was defeated.
The senators perhaps need to consider their moves more
carefully when they are making decisions which will
effect the entire student body. -CMS.

Tuition drawbacks
It comes as a surprise to no one that an increase in
tuition for next year is inevitable. What may come as a
surprise is that the finance committee of the State Board
of Higher Education is considering several alternatives
to the current tuition schedule. The current schedule
requires Oregon residents to pay the same tuition fee at
all state colleges and universities.
Two of fhe more popular alternative plans have been
to charge university students higher tuition than college
students, and or to charge upper division students
more than lower division students. Neither of fhese
alternatives is an adequate solution to the problem of
increasing tuition.
The first plan to give college students a break in
tuition seems logical at first glance. It would possibly
increase the enrollments of Oregon colleges, which
would be a great boost to OCE. When one looks more
closely at the issue, however, it has two major
problems. It unfairly penalizes those who choose to
attend universities. More important, the justification for
the tuition differences has been attributed to the higher
cost of operating universities.
While this might be a major reason now, there is too
much of a chance that in the future people would come to
regard the college programs as inferior to the university
programs because they are "not as costly." If this were
to become a prevailing attitude it could work against
colleges such as OCE at the legislative level. OCE's
programs may be on a smaller scale, but they are not
inferior to university programs.
The reasoning behind the second plan to keep the level
of lower division tuifion down is that it would encourage
students to attend state rather than community colleges
their first two years. This plan also has a basic flaw,
however, as pointed out at a recent Board meeting by
OCE Pres. Leonard Rice. It would encourage students to
drop out at the upper division level, when they had
completed only half of their program.
The Board is waiting until the Oregon Legislature
completes the higher education budget before it sets
tuition rates. It should use that time to go back to the
drawing board to consider a new tuition plan. The
current system, in which all students are assessed the
same tuition throughout Oregon, is preferable to the
college-university or lower-division, upper division
deferential plans. -- CMS.
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Senate action supported
By DWAINE KRONSER
ASOCE Business Manager
Editor's note: The following
column is the fourth in a series of
columns submitted to the
Lamron by students, faculty and
administrators.
Persons
interested in writing a column on
a topic of their choice should
contact the Lamron office.
Monday at the Senate meeting,
Financial Board presented a
proposal that was passed by
student senate. In capsule form
Financial Board requested that
the student art show, the
traveling Art Show, and the
children's theater be made line
items and funded at requested
level.
The proposal also limited
educational activities to their
original 25 per cent amount
handled through John Sparks.
That was the allocation three
years ago when they were given
to ASOCE. Lastly, the proposal
states that no special project
money may be spent for
educational activities.
The subject of education ac
tivities has been a heavily
debated subject since they were
given to ASOCE to allocate three
years ago on the whim of two
students of ASOCE. When
educational activities were
handed over to ASOCE, we were
given $14,470 to fund them with.
Our entire budget was $56,872, so
the education activities budget
was 25 per cent of the entire
budget.
This year our budget is $60,000.
However, old senate finished its
budget recommendations by
allocating $18,945 to educational
actitivies. Their percentage is
now at 32.5 per cent, yet only 25
per cent of the total monies is
earmarked for educational ac
tivities.
One could project the per
centage in five or ten years, but
that would be simply guessing.
Let us instead look at a few facts.

In 1972-73 when educational
activities were added to the
ASOCE budget, the total monies
were $56,872. This year our
budget is $60,000. This is an in
crease of $3,128 in three years.
The Financial Board's concern is
that in three years educational
activities funding has gone up
$5,475.
Not only has educational ac
tivities taken away all additional
money to the budget, they have
also taken away $2,347 from
"student activities."
Here is where we get to the
crux of the problem. We feel that
an educational activity is an
activity that is a part of a class or
curriculum, as opposed to a
student activity that is initiated,
organized, run and oriented
directly for the students.
Educational activities are
activities that professors often
play a major part in. Therefore,
professors must come to ask for
the money putting both students
and professors in a difficult
situation. It is almost impossible
to deny one of your professors,
especially one that you will
probably take a class from, any
money that he or she asks for, so
money is usually readily given.
And who can blame the students
for allocating the money?
The proposal which is now a
policy enforces the 25 per cent
limitation, with these exceptions:
student art show, traveling art
show, and children's theater, all
of which were thought to be noneducational activities because
they meet the criterion of being a
totally student activity.
By making these three Tine
items, the educational activities
actually will get funded at 27.5
per cent, so educational activities
is actually getting a pretty good
deal, and yet we are finally
putting the much needed limit
on educational activities spen
ding policy.
This entire policy would go for
naught if educational activities

were allowed to spend special
project monies to make up for the
difference in their budget. So
there is also a provision that any
educational activities cannot
spend special project money of
ASOCE.
The affect of this entire change
would be to free $2,435 for student
activities of ASOCE, such as
clubs
and
organizations,
assemblies
and
concerts,
publications, as well^as many
others. This year's senate cut two
programs completely, one reason
being lack of funds. Perhaps
these could be replaced, as well,
as adding more money to student
activities that need it but have
been overlooked because of the
insatiable appetite of educational
activities.
The
facts
are
these:
Educational activities have
encased $5,475, 7.5 per cent, in
three years, while student ac
tivity money has decreased
$1,347. Our purpose in having
educational activities under
ASOCE was to control, but it is
obvious that they are controlling
us instead of vice-versa.
It has been shown that students
are not able to keep limits on
educational activities, as we see
our only chance is giving them
back to Mr. Sparks and having
him enforce the limit.
Are we losing control? Perhaps
a little over educational ac
tivities, but this is over
whelmingly offset by the gain in
both money for students ac
tivities and the opportunity to
directly develop an increase in
activities totally controlled by
students.
The senate's job is to benefit
the majority of students. This we
feel was done when they passed
this proposal. Now the students
will get back the money that has
been used to add to educational
activities, putting it back into
student activities where it
belongs.

Open Forum /Mother's
To the Editor:
This letter from the OCE
Mother's Club is to thank
Virginia Musgrave and students
for the entertaining and well
planned Moms' Day, May 17, and
to make contact with those
parents not present. It is hoped
that students will take notice and
send this home.
Dear mothers who missed Moms'
Day:
This is a summary of the day's
activities and of the Mothers'
Club meeting.
The agenda included Dr.
Leonard Rice, President of OCE,
speaking about women from a
man's standpoint; meetings of
the Moms' Club and Dads' Club,
lunch and fashion show; Gary
Ogan Concert; dinner; and an
evening play, "King Lear
produced exceptionally well by
the drama department.
Speaker at the Mothers' Club
meeting was Bernice Feibleman,
Women's Programs Counselor
for
Oregon's
Continuing
Education Division. Her topic
dealt with the future of mothers
after the "nest" is empty.
The basis of the Mothers' Club
meeting was its purpose
to
promote OCE and further the
interests and welfare of the
students. The following business
was transacted:
Disbursement of funds: Two
$200 scholarships to Peggy
Jenkins and Kevin Davis, $25
toward the Julia McCullough
Smith award (outstanding senior
woman award), and $56 to the
Dean's Emergency Fund (for
student emergencies).
Sources of income: dues ($2 a
year or $io for lifetime, including
subscription to the Lamron),
calendar booklets ($1.00), and
sugar bowl fund (any amount
contributed
by
individual

members)
for
the
Deans
Emergency Fund.
Those who wish to send money,
know of money-raising projects,
or want to handle publicity in
their area, please contact
President Ethlyn Holmes, 13140
N.W. Pettygrove, Portland, Ore.
97229.
Officers are: 1st Vice President
Jan Richards, Portland; 2nd Vice
President Margaret Smith,
Toledo; Secretary Mary Ray,
Lebanon; Treasurer Loretta
Holiday, Hillsboro; Historian
Nina Foster (grandmother),

thank

Portland; Publicity
Helga Behr, Salem.

Chairman,

Moms, please tell your students
to fill out cards with their home
address for the next Dads' Day in
the fall, and Moms' Day in the
spring, at the office of the College
Center. You will then get in
formation about these days, each
one planned for both moms and
dads.
Helga Behr
Publicity Chairman
4880 Jones Rd. S.E.
Salem, Ore. 97302

Students w
To the Editor:
How is it that there have been
so many wallets and watches
stolen around here lately? Have
those dirty Hippies come back to
town? Is it the nostalgia for the
Fifties? Is it part of finals for the
Police Academy, Sleuthing 201?
Have I missed a SEEK course on
Pick-Pocketing? Do our hands
get tired of being in our own
pockets while walking around
Monmouth? Is it part of the
monolithic
Communistic
Conspiracy? Was it part of the
CIA's smokescreen to divert
national attention from the
Mayaquez provocation?
How is it that the student is so
Wunerful? The student owns the
college (along with his parents,
right?) supports the OSEA that
may strike against him, is willing
to do the striker's work, pay the
striker, and is the salvation of the
economy by standing ready to
pay higher tuition, while living in
high priced, low-grade housing
that when it burns down will
stimulate the building industry
and bring sunshine into the
funeral parlors. It's because the
student is Wunerful.

How is it that the Lamron is s
overloaded with inflammator
statements
from
Radica
students? Must some of us wh
are looking for some peace an
quiet, move to Berkley? Wher
are the moderate voices c
Sanity? There is so muc
shouting and screaming aroun<
this campus that those of u
preparing for the ministry canno
contemplate our navels. I for on
will be delighted when th
fireman's school arrives witl
their firehouses, and then the "P
technician's school so that th'
cattle-prodes can be kep
operative.
Bob Melendy
General major
—
Lamron
The OCE Lamron is a stud<
newspaper published at noon Thursd£
except during exam week and vacati
periods fall, winter and spring tern
The Lamron is not published duri
summer session
The Lamron
published by the Associated Students
Oregon College of Education and print
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News Synopsis
Compiled by DICK SOULES
Lamron Writer

Straub budget proposal trimmed
LeqfsSp ihtLJTnt .Way.S a"d Means Committee in the Oregon
Bob Strlnh-c h !. Tuesday to trim more than $20 million from Gov
StateemPloyes for the next
two y
The oroootal
heir,
Proposal, which passed with a bare majority, would
oc urHnSva^ncies'r6' ^es through delays in filling normal!?
action S
,
Straub said that he thought the committee's
a1V'Sed and unwise' He als° said he is prepared o ask
the legislature for the full amount requested.
ears

settlor 'LeXtP!C,ed t0 make if more difficult to achieve a waoe
en?pl.°ye.s'who are demanding 27 per cent pay
increase The on
crease The
9°vernors latest proposal was for a 24 per cent in
receivethe f,fl71P yCS.
® Said they wi" 90 on s,rike if they don't
exoerted t
uT
requested. The bill trimming the $20 million is
pecfed to reach the House floor by the end of this week.

Mayoguez incident leaves 15 dead
La,St week's

M^a que'z^fnJm CamhL
U.S Marines A i r F ^ r
In a d d i t i o n • ^ ^orce

men

rescue of the container ship

°rCfS r e S U , t e d i n t h e d e a t h o f a t least 1 5
and sailors, according to the Pentaqon
Marines a-e

The casua!tv° Is?alsoTh

Msted as missing.'

saMors were wounded in the milftar? (^rlttons*'"

F°rCe

^

bodians aSnd theeS Unded ^ thettMa/^ez was captured by Cameffort to free the shiD and f &S
the island Koh Tang in an
p and ds crew- The operation involved more than
350 men w h i r h
m
6
the
Casua
y
cent^Tthose involved.
"
approximately 20 per

Ford opposes SS increases until

Grove to depict Valley terrain
r\tt
i
. .
OCE has been working on a
project for the past two years to
develop the plot of ground which
lies between the New Gym and
the College Center.
The project consists of planting
a grove of trees around a large
lawn to give the area a park-like
effect. The trees planted at the
extreme east end are to be of the
type found in the Cascades.
Moving west, the trees are to
represent the type of foliage
found in areas of the Coastal
Range. The grove will, therefore,

depict a sort of
Willamette Valley.

miniature

So far more than $3,000 has
been donated to the project. Most
of this money has been used to
move the soil for the landscaping
The office of the president ex
pects the development to cost
$12,000 to $16,000. This will in
clude an underground spinkler
system, walkways and a wide
variety of plants.
The project is being conducted
in stages as funds become

Initial lobby bill passed
By PAT STIMAC
Lamron Writer
The Associate Oregon Student
Lobby (AOSL) recently had its
first successful bill signed into
law by Gov. Bob Straub. It is now
planning to become involved with
as many issues as possible, ac
cord ing to Jim Wittenberg,
AOSL Coordinating Director.
Gov. Straub signed Senate Bill
445, which gives students
representation on the State
Scholarship Commission. The bill
had already passed the house by
a 48-5 vdte.
The main issue for AOSL
continues to be a collective
bargaining bill, House Bill 3043.
Hearings have been held for the
last two weeks on the bill. At the
present time the lobby feels that
the entire bill will not pass, but is
hoping for at least observer
status in collective bargaining.
AOSL also discussed where the
higher education budget was
going. A committee to study
possible ways to handle increases
in tuition was formed, and
includes an OCE representative.
House Bill 2397, to lower the
drinking age to 19, is going to be
tough to get through committee,
according to Wittenberg. The
Senate Judiciary Committee is
studying right now and the
support of students through letter
writing is needed.
Another concern of AOSL is the
Education Coordinating Council
which has been undergoing a
number of changes, Including its
name. Now the Oregon Education
Commission, its duties are to
oversee education in Oregon.
Other changes in the commission
include reduction of its members
*rom 11 to seven and limiting
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their terms to two rather than
four years.
The lobby feels that if mem
bership on the board is to include
administrators and institutional
personel rather than lay per
sonnel, students and faculty
should be allowed one member
each also. An admendment to a
bill asking for that is being drawn
up.
The lobby also considered
various other issues concerning
itself and its relationship to
OSPIRG and the State Board.
OSPIRG officers have said that
they will not conflict with AOSL
and that the lobby represents the
students now.
This ended a
number of fears that AOSL and
OSPIRG would be fighting to
represent the students.
OSPIRG has offered to send a
representative to the lobby
meetings and to lend some of its
research material to the lobby
occasionally.
Wittenberg stated that the time
has come to draft by-laws for the
lobby so that each representative
and school will know just exactly
what is expected of them. He also
stated that the lobby needs to put
out a brochure about itself so that
people know just exactly what the
AOSL is. It may be out by
September.
Two other items he considered
important were continuing to
strive for credibility among the
legislators, and keeping in touch
during the summer so as to be in
contact with the important
issues.
The new lobby directors will be
taking over at the May 31 AOSL
meeting in Eugene. ASOCE
President Ruth Odegaard will be
OCE's new representative at the
lobby meetings.

is.-•? s°°n
a!.tatablCen,enmal

New Grove.

9rant for the

Manuel Izquierdo, an in
ternationally known artist, is
preparing a sculpture to be
placed in the New Grove.
According to Joan Pratt,
Executive Secretary to the
president, the New Grove will
give graduating classes a chance
to contribute a bench, plaque or
other reminder of their years at
OCE.

'77

towards earlier Croons , ^ing Congress's "cavalier disregard"
Tuesdav that there hf
administration recommended
1977 Earlier rernnf
.'"creases in Social Security taxes before
a reduction ®comma"da,lons from the administration had called for
administration off
J '"creases in July. At the same time the
thaFfr•^^cn

psES;,r

h°s3

Social Security de,icits

y2;:

red^uVsfflbml%defiCiththifPhr0gram iS eXpected to 90 int° th*
reserves for the C,c°r 6ach °f ,he next two ^ers. The emergency
Systam are expected to be exhausted
by the early I980's°if n th—
inrreeffc
t ? ,o, "othl"9 'S done. Ford's proposal to hold off on tax
tioef, Unt" ! ,was attacked by
Zmembers of Congress as blinq
politically popular but fiscally irresponsible.

Americans in Laos reported safe
SAVANNAKHET, Laos - A dozen Americans under house arrest in
Laos were reported to be safe and doing fine Tuesday when Pathet Lao
troops entered the city of Savannakhet The city has trad^tionally been
a rightest stronghold on the Mekong River. The troops were met with
cheering crowds proclaiming that the country was unified at last

Anyone interested in making a
donation to the New Grove thl^M ?eHCanS W6r! reported cw'ined to their homes but were not
a"y dan9er- The takeover in the provincial capital
t
project may contact the office of ramf L
polltlcal turmoil in which the right wing
the president, specifying this farTinn Ttk
D +i! ? I
coalition government surrendered its power to the
particular project.
rathet Lao.

Reserve your choice now for summer. . .
Windjammer North -180 Ackerman, 2 bedroom, $130 unfurnished, $140 furnished
Manager phone number 838-2115
Lexington & Roanoak - 53 W. Gentle, 2 bedroom, $135 furnished
Manager phone number 838-3485
Parkplace, Boardwalk - 272-292 S. College, 2 bedroom, $145 unfurnished, $155
furnished, $5 a person after two
Manager phone number 838-2728.
Kingston, Honeycomb - 240 S.Knox apt. 1, 2 bedroom townhouse, $115 unfur
nished, $125 furnished; 1 bedroom $100 furnished.
Manager phone number 838-4276
Windjammer South - 471 S. Monmouth, 2 bedroom, $130 unfurnished, $140 fur
nished.
Manager phone number 838-5047
Sunrise - 339-65 W. Jackson, 1 bedroom, $125 furnished or unfurnished
Manager phone number 838-5210
Maple Court - 331 S. Monmouth, 2 bedroom, $125 unfurnished, $135 furnished
Manager phone number 838-1525
Walnut Court - 270 S. Warren, 1 bedroom, $119.50 furnished, $100 unfurnished, 3
studio
Manager phone number 838-5411

Estate Builders of Oregon, Inc.
765 N.W. Fifth Street
P.O. Box 336
Corvallis, Ore. 97330

Phone 753-2631
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Experience frustrating

OCE graduate calls quits to teaching
By JIMHEALY
Lamron Editor
For Paul Means, 23, teaching
isn't where it's at. At least not for
the present time.
A 1974 graduate of OCE, Means
taught for nine weeks last fall at
Leslie Jr. High in Salem before
calling it quits and seeking
employment in a lumber mill 45
miles southwest of Eugene.
He finished OCE's teacher
education program with honors,
sporting a 3.53 grade point
average. He was a biology major
and a social science minor.
He's not sure exactly why he
finished college, and says he has
no definite plans for the future.
He spent five years at OCE,
taking an extra year to complete
his
minor and
using
his
remaining eligibility to compete
in track.
He says he quit teaching for
a number of reasons. Among his
reasons are that he didn't have

his own classroom, or even his
own desk. This, he says, made
organization difficult and created
problems.
He was teaching in four
different classrooms, including
physical education.
He also says he didn't receive
enough backing from the ad
ministration in disciplinary
matters. He claims most of the
potential troublemaking students
were assigned to him because
other teachers refused to have
them in their classroom.
"In general, I felt more like a
drill sergeant than a teacher,"
Means said. "I found myself
more concerned with discipline
than teaching.
"If I sent a student to the vice
principal's office, I felt it was
serious enough that he shouldn't
be back in the classroom the next
day. But a serious talk with the
vice principal was all that ever
happened."
Means said he wasn't alone in

feeling
unsupported
in
disciplinary matters. "My im
pression was that this feeling was
pretty much general among the
Leslie staff," he said.
"Some teachers get their kicks
out of seeing kids learn. Well, to
me that's what's supposed to
happen. Teaching didn't seem to
be a personal reward for me. I
feel I'm just doing my job if they
learn."
Means says he doesn't know if
he'll ever return to teaching, but
it is one of several options in his
future. If he does return, he
would prefer the senior high
level. For the immediate future,
however, he will continue to pull
greenchain at the Smith River
Lumber Co. in Drain, five miles
from his home town of Yoncalla.
Pulling greenchain consists of
sorting and pulling "green"
lumber that hasn't been dried. It
is considered to be one of the
harder jobs in a lumber mill.
His 12-month salary, at $4.75 an

Use of Gl benefits increasing
Veterans are turning to their
Gl Bill benefits in record num
bers and it appears that even
higher records will be set when
all Spring semester enrollment
figures are in. VA officials
pointed out Gl Bill education
allowances were increased by
22.7 per cent in December 1974.
Vietnam-era veterans have
since 1966 used their education
benefits at a higher rate than
either their World War II or
Korean Conflict counterparts.
Enrollments during the past
three months, VA speculates,
have been spurred both by the
increased payments and by
economic conditions.
This term the number of
veterans enrolling for their first
semester under the Gl Bill was
the
highest
new
Spring
enrollment in the history of the
current program and 24 per cent
above last Spring. The figure was
59,889 in February 1974, com
pared to 74,548 in February 1975.
Total veteran enrollment in
February was 1.6 million, up 11.5
per cent from the November
figure of 1.45 million.
Up by the highest margin was
junior college enrollment, in
creased by 24.6 per cent, up from
459,804 in November to 573,110 in
February. In contrast with
enrollments in junior colleges,
where low tuition rates leave the

Pre-registration
set next week
Pre-registration for fall term,
1975, will be held from 2 p.m. to 5
p.m. Thursday, May 29 in the Old
Gym.
Classes will be cancelled
during those hours, with the
exception of 4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.
classes and science labs.
To begin
pre-registration
students may pick up a schedule
of classes and course request
forms in the College Center.
Permit to pre-register cards
may be picked up Wednesday,
May 28 or Thursday morning,
May 29 in the College Center.
Students must present OCE
identification cards when picking
up their permits.
Permits will be available in Ad
108 Thursday afternoon.
Classes will enter the gym on a
staggered schedule to pick up
class cards from faculty mem
bers. Graduates and seniors will
enter at 2 p.m., juniors at 2:40
p.m., sophomores at 3:20 p.m.,
and freshmen and special un
dergraduates at 4:10 p.m.
Class designations will be noted
on permit cards, and are based
on hours earned as of the
beginning of this term.
Students who do not preregister may pick up remaining
class cards from professors after
Thursday.

bulk of the education allowances
for subsistence, enrollments in
programs on which VA pays only
correspondence and
tuition
flight training -- were down.
More than 57 per cent of all
eligible veterans and servicemen
have used their Gl Bill benefits
for some form of training since
they became available in 1966.
The comparable figure for World
War II veterans was 50.5 per
cent. Vietnam-era veterans have
surpassed World War II veterans
in total numbers using benefits
for college (2,281,000 compared to
2,230,000 after WW II). Only 28
per cent of the WW II Gl Bill
trainees studied at college level
compared to 56 per cent of the
Vietnam group.
The monthly payment to a
single veteran in full time school
training is now $270 per month;
those with one dependent get
$321, and those with two or more
get $366 plus $22 per month for
each additional dependent over
two.
Half time rates are $135
monthly for a single veteran, $160
monthly for veterans with one
dependent and $182 monthly for
those with two dependents.
Payments have been increased
four times since 1966 when rates
were set at $100 per month for a
single veteran. WW II veterans
got up to $75 per month, depen
ding on other income, plus an
annual allowance for tuition and

books up to $500. The comparable
$270 per month is paid without
regard to earnings, and the
student must pay his own tuition
and books, it was noted.
The VA advises veterans
headed for the first time this
summer or fall for classrooms
under the Gl Bill to act promptly
if they want advance payment of
educational checks.
Advance
payments
were
initiated in August 1973 to assist
veterans who, after starting to
school, find themselves in
financial
difficulty
while
awaiting their first VA checks.

hour, is comparable to what he
would make in nine months of
teaching. Starting teaching pay is
$8,000 in the Salem school
district.
"I have no real goals," he said.
"I guess my true long range goal
is to own 1,000 acres and ranch.
But that's so impractical."
He is thinking about going into
some type of outdoor recreation
or wildlife management, areas
that would compliment his
biology major. But that would
require further schooling, a
prospect he's not excited about
now.
"I'm not shocked that I'm out,"
he said. "I had some doubts about
it during student teaching. But
since in reality I wasn't on my
own I felt the need to try it.
"At best I saw it as a tem
porary route. I planned to stick
with teaching six years at most.
Means said there are other
teachers he had gotten to know at
Leslie Jr. High that are as
unenthusiastic about teaching as
he is. One told Means he had
found out in nine weeks that he
(the teacher) took 18 years to
realize.
While the administration en
couraged Means to stay on, he
chose not to. He did, however,
finish the first nine week grading
period and stayed until his
replacement could be found and
introduced to the students.
It could have been grounds for
decertification if he had left
before a replacement could be
found.
The students were told Means
was leaving to return to school to
further his education. They
weren't told he was quitting

because he was dissatisfied with
his teaching experience.
"The administration wanted it
handled like that," he said. "And
I have to agree with them. The
students' welfare comes first.
"I believe that if you have a job
you don't like you should get out -a job dictates your life style.
There are too many people
unhappy with their jobs.
"I've found this to be true both
inside and outside the classroom.
While I was at Leslie the teachers
there were counting down the
days of the week just like the
guys do on the greenchain; 'This
is Wednesday, hump day is
here!'"
Means admitted his chances of
ever getting another teaching job
are "very definitely hurt." After
he quit an OCE professor told him
it would be a good idea to bury the
fact that he quit his first teaching
job.
Means feels student teachers
should
be
given
more
responsibility in the classroom.
He said he student taught for six
weeks, but doesn't feel he
became adequately aquainted
with the role a teacher performs.
Student teachers experience only
about one-third of the actual work
load, according to Means.
"Students don't seem to treat
you in an adversary manner
when you're student teaching,"
Means said. "They still see you
as a student, rather than a
teacher."
Means summed up his teaching
experience by saying teaching
involved more than he was
willing to give. "The rewards are
not equivalent to the sacrifice,"
he said.

KLASIC CAMERA
YOUR...
Cameras
Film
Darkroom Supplies
Best Photo
Finishing
In Town!
1146 Center St.
Salem

ll
UAJLP at these
w^rBW*l/www
Big Discounts!
Save up to $3.00!

Records
Top artists!
Major labels!
Hundreds of records! Classics included!
Many, many selections in this special purchase.

OCE BOOKSTORE
Lower Level, College Center
DON'T

THISMISS
SALE!!

Come early for best selection!
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Entertainment

Lear' cast congratulated

events
TELEVISION
Thursday, M a y 22

at

A special entitled "Primal Man-The
Human Factor" charts and exolores thI
differences between early humans and other
pm on Ch

Walked the earth a'8

2

A one-hpur musical special combines the
music of Burt Bacharach, Anthony Newly
Vikki Carr and special quest Sammy Dav^s
on Ch"?2

Chara.Ch and Associates"

at 8 p.m.

By CARLA BRANDON
Lamron Writer

6;30

p.m. and 9
than Friday.

W^-'^trrs^ir'-R6 hLf

h<fWrnan

Friday, May 23

a GreeVatrNo°ho5nS"r

Saturday, May 24

"The Battle of the Pacific
the Rising
Sun depicts the Japanese onslaught in the
Pacific, including the surprise attack on
Pearl Harbor, 7 p.m. on Ch. 8.
Audrey Hepburn and George Peppard star
in' Breakfast at Tiffany's," an amusing tale
of a bewildered" "Free spirit" a drift in New
York at 9 p.m. on Ch. 2.
Sunday, May 25

Burt Reynolds is the star of a special
which revisits his many boyhood haunts and
friends as he comes face to face with his
past and present at 7:30p.m. on Ch. 12.
MOVIES ANDTHEATER

Janey Kunkle, a 1974 graduate
of Sprague High school, Salem,
has been selected as the out
standing freshman in chemistry
at OCE.
She plans to complete her lower
division requirements at OCE,
then transfer to Oregon State
University where she will major
in nutrition. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kunkle,
4716 Pullman SE, Salem.
Miss Kunkle was awarded a
handbook of chemistry and
physics donated by the Chemical
Rubber Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Instructors in OCE's general
chemistry courses made the
selection of Miss Kunkle based on
her overall performance during
the year.

man 0f

"Death

TH^The

slcondS'arS

a°d"^l

ex?stenrf>
man '

que.stions
3

the

°f

human
°f

nature

But a great play can only be as
Succpw h 3S the pr°duction of it.
hmnt L happened in OCE's attempt May 14 through 17.

Edmund was played by Scott
Jensen, whose hard features and
dark eyes were exaggerated in
his expressions of a bitter son
seeking his due. Jensen's per
formance gave Edmund a
frightening dimension.
Edgar, the "good son," wss
played by Don Adkins. Edgar is
I°*ued t0 hide from his er|raged
father by donning the disguise of

ShJk* CaSt 3S a whole handled
Shakespeare s language, wit, and
compexity with fluency and ease
Randy Ftscheras Lear, King of
an id' pCreated the emotions of
n 9 l0sing his Pd^r.
land
t
Randy interpreted fear and
helplessness with sensitivity as

®®^n9- ^h^secomf "feature'
NeWma" in

mmh^n Runaway and Jack Nicholson
combme for an award winning performance
n Chinatown, currently playing at the
Lancaster Mall. The second feature "s

and B?dacorraUae'"

"U,h Gordon

"Emmanuelle" seems to be doing verv
well for an X rated movie in this area, as it is
currently ,n its fifth week at the Lancaster

A d°Uple Clint Eastwood bill ends Thur
1
nv* L Lancaster Ma". The features are
Dirty Harry and Magnum Force."

"Sunday in the Country," starring Ernest
AAirh2ir!e^and The Destructors" starring
Michael Came, Anthony Quinn and James
Mason are featured at the North Salem
Drive In.

ART

Claire Trotter's photos are on display in
the College Center until June 7.
The OCE student art show is in Campbell
Hall Gallery 107 until June 13.
Recent paintings, photography and
jewelry are on display in Keller Gallery, 405
Court St. NE, Salem through May 31. Hours
are 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday through
Saturday.

Production ends yeor
"Endgame"
by
Sam.mi
be the last studio
production of the year. Directed
hy lunior Steven Lady, a
speech drama major, the play
will be presented Friday and
Saturday, May 30 and 31.
Curtain time will be 8:15 each
night in the OCE Little Theatre.
There is no admission charge
An absurdist play, "Endgame"
was recommended to Lady by
Robert Page, OCE assistant
professor of Humanities. Lady
described the play as saying a lot,
interesting and "funny in a
pathetic sort of way.,"

and director of the Shipstad's and
Johnson's Ice Follies Orchestra
which recently appeared in
Portland. He has done extensive
recording in Hollywood, in
cluding the sound tracks to
Hanna-Barbera
cartoons.
O'Donnell studied trumpet with
Claude Gordon.
Tickets for the concert will be
on sale at the door the evening of
the performance. Admission
price will be $1 for adults and 50
cents for students. Persons from
out of town may reserve tickets
for the concert by contacting the
OCE
Music
Department,
Monmouth,
Oregon
97361,
fviui 1111 v7u •*•/
wi
telephone 838-1220 ext. 275.

The
set
will
be
done
proscenium style. It utilizes a
bare stage. The bizarre make-up
and the costumes were designed
by Lady. Phyllis Schnieder is '
properties mistress for the
production.

Art scholarships given
Glace wins $100
Alice Glace, OCE Art Major,
currently student teaching at
Crescent Valley Senior High
school, is the recipient of a first
place award and $100 for a linen
fiber form. Her work competed
with 23 pieces from around the
state.
The scholarship competition is
sponsored by the Portland
Handweaver's Guild. This year a
point system was used by the
jurors who considered these
factors:
over-all
design,
originality of design, use of color,
finishing, hanging, complexity of
technique, appropriate fibers, the
students' written statement, and
the judge's spontaneous reaction.

Wells awarded
Nina Wells, recent OCE
graduate in art, is the recipient of
a summer 1975 scholarship to
Arrowmont School of Arts and
Crafts in Gatlinburg, Tennessee.
The school is considered one of
the three leading craft schools in
the nation. The faculty is
recruited from a broad spectrum
of institutions in the U. S. and
Europe. University graduate
credit is given.
The Salem Alumnae Club of Pi
Beta Phi is responsible for
making
this
scholarship
available to a qualified art-craft

Food To Go

Open 7
Days
A Week

Wednesday Night Special,

instructor in the Salem area.
Mrs. Wells is currently teaching
at Judson Junior High.
Nina Wells has produced
weavings such as a large
canopied children's theatre and
rugs on a self-constructed Navajo
type loom. She has also provided
community service working with
youth groups in Salem and
teaching children's classes in art
for the Monmouth-Independence
Community Arts Association.

Recital set
A recital of 20th century solo
and chamber music will be given
by the OCE music department
faculty at 8 p.m. Tuesday, May 27
in the Music Hall Auditorium.
The recital will feature both
traditional
20th
century
literature as well as several
recent works.

Sweet & Sour Spareribs
Egg Foo Young - Fried Oysters

216 M a i n S t .
22, 1975

838-4660

Independence

Les
AuCoin,
Democratic
Representative from Oregon, will
be on the OCE campus next
Wednesday, May 28. He will meet
with Pres. Leonard Rice at 1:30
p.m.
The rest of his visit will be
devoted to stopping at various
spots on campus, including the
College Center. He will be ac
companied by Dr. Kenneth
Holmes, professor of history.
AuCoin will be going to the
Dallas town meeting in the Dallas
Courthouse at 7:30 p.m. that
night. Students are invited to
attend the meeting.

for your viewing pleasure,
11-11 d a i l y
1-7 S u n d a y

*
|
|

Rated

X

UNDERGROUND
COMICS

j

In assorted brands including 'Zap' and
'Freak Brothers'

If exotic people, places and food interest you, dine
out at the Rice Bowl Cafe, Independence. It's a change
at a reasonable price.

J

AuCoin to
visit OCE

Many different films

Fri.-Sat.
i
11 a.m.-3a.m.

The Rice Bowl Cafe

"Poor Tom," wild man. Adkins
was expecially good in his facial
expressions and emphasis on
Tom's "loveable side."
Lear's fool philosopher was
played by Tom Ulmer. Even
when he wasn't clowning satiri
cally he had an irresistible
smile that successfully added to
his "foolish" appearance. Each
time Ulmer appeared he stole the
show.
Dan McGlasson as Earl of
Kent, Rick Cavens as Duke of
Cornwall, and Brian Porter as
Duke if Albany were equally
strong in creating depth in their
characters.
Shakespeare used the women
in his play to confuse and create
havoc among the men.
Jan Matthews and Kathy
Eckerman used this to their
advantage.
Jan played Goneril, Lear's
oldest daughter in her usual
precise and exact fashion. We
saw a new side to Kathy as
Regan, Lear's second daughter.
Both were vying for Lear's
kingdom and the love of Edmund.
Roberta Storey played the soft
gentle Cordelia, Lear's youngest
daughter and the one who really
loved him.
Theatre-in-the round seems to
be the present trend in play
production. In the case of King
Lear it was especially effective.
With soldiers coming from
behind and "Poor Tom" crashing
through the theatre seats, the
audience was totally involved.
Also effective were the syn
thesized storm sounds created by
Dennis Engblom.
In all, the director, cast and
production
crews
deserve
congratulations for the pro
fessional production of a difficult
play.

ACTION
THEATRE

Sun.-Thurs. |
11 a . m . - 1 1 p . m . J

Combination Plate
Pork Chow Mein
Fried Rice

"'Endgame' is the final game,"
Lady stated. "It is the clock of
humanity which is finally run
ning down."
The small cast of four is lead by
Nancy Paolo as Hamm. Kerry
Swift will play Clov. Nagg will be
played by Ken Hermens and
Daneen Lady will portray Nell.

BecketJ. wiN

MUSIC

There will be a 20th Century Music Concert
in the Music Hall Auditorium Monday, May
27 at 8 p.m.
Linda Jesser, a vocalist from Portland,
and Stephen Kent, an OCE student who plays
and writes his own songs, will give a concert
Wednesday, May 28 in the Coffee Shop from
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Neal Sadaka will appear at Paramount
Northwest tomorrow at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$5, $5.50, and $6.
The May 24 Kiss and Rush Concert has
been sold out. They will give another per
formance May 26. Tickets are $5.
America will give two concerts May 31 at
Paramount Northwest at 7 p.m. and 11 p.m.
Gordon Lightfoot will give two per
formances at the Civic Auditorium June 19
at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. Tickets are $4.50, $5.50
and $6.50.

Jazz ensemble slated
Trumpetist Bob O'Donnell will
perform with the OCE Jazz
Ensemble in a concert scheduled
at 8 p.m., Thursday, May 29 in the
College Center Pacific Room.
The program will
feature
O'Donnell as soloist with the jazz
ensemble, as well as some
selections by the ensemble alone.
Bob O'Donnell is well known by
iazz musicians throughout the
United States as an outstanding
trumpetist with phenomenal
range and
technique. He has
played lead trumpet with the
orchestras of Louis Bellison and
Si Zentner and with Johnny
Mathis and the Disneyland Show
1 ^NcoTfa.
Orchestra.
He is currently lead trumpet

Richard n W°rdS of di«-ector
D
in9 Lear is a
nrfrf
• rs'
great play because it deals with

currently p^aying^t the' eT • 0ancekin9s'"
Salem, stars R.?r, o he Elsin°re Theatre in
Carnev
The movie, se?"nwTtlT,3
"?Ar'

"Paper Moon" starring Ryan O'Neal and
his daughter Tatum is on in the Coffee Shop

Chemist picked

Thursday, rather

currently playinn at fhreakou''' which is
Salem. The movie1 Csp"01 Thea"-e in
a limited Sm. h V ,he Capi,°' «"•
s,ars Rober'
Duval I of "The Godiath 3
The co feature fs -r^T. and Ji" "^"d.
S,
ne
Killer'" als°
starring Broken
°

Mac Davis welcomes Charlie Rich Gladv*
Knight and the pips, McLean Stevenson In
Billy Holliday at 9 p.m. on Ch 8
"Since the American Way of Death " an
invest,gative report, reveals marketing
practices used by some undertakers in
dealing with bereaved customers at 10 p m
on Ch. 10.
Controversial basketball star of the
Portland Trailblazers Bill Walton, sports
figure Jack Scott and his wife, all of whom
have been ,n the recent inquiries concerning
the whereabouts of Patricia Hearst, are
guests on the "Wide World of En
tertainment" at 11:30 p.m. on Ch. 2.

James Darren will be the host of "Summer
of '65," a review of life ten years ago, on the
"Wide World of Entertainment" a ii 30
JU
p.m. on Ch. 2.

P m

well as force. His gestures were
completely natural with no
outburst of rage or sorrow the
leasf bit overdone.
Steve Lady captured the sense
of Pity due the Earl of Gloucester
Gloucester's two sons Edmund
and Edgar were the cause of
Lady's protrayal
of
deep
disappointment.

Join our new swingers club
(inquire at store)

•

175

P h . 364-0792
Commercial N.E., Salem
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Memory subject
of 'Menagerie'
By CARLA Brandon
Lamron Writer

L a m r o n photo b y D A R Y L B O N I T Z

"W/n tor wood" performs outside the Music Hall lawn to students Wednesday, May 14. This
was the second performance of the three-member group, which describes Its music as
"funk and roll."

OCE to hold summer institute
The
Oregon
Center
for
Economic Studies, together with
the
Intercollegiate Studies
Institute (ISI), is planning its
third annual summer institute on
"The Role of Business in
Society." The institute will be
held on the OCE campus from
July 28 to August 1.
The program is directed
primarily to high school social
studies and business education
teachers. It is designed to foster a
closer working relationship
between the academic and
business communities.
A faculty of three full-time
lecturers and two guest speakers
have been invited to give
presentations during the five-day

Applications
being taken
OCE theatre faculty is now
taking applications for the studio
theatre program. The program
gives a student the opportunity to
direct and design set, costumes
or lights.
Applications are available in
the Humanities office, third floor
of
HSS.
Students
having
questions about the program or
about their qualifications may
contact Dr. Allen Adams in
Swindel Hall 206.
"The Police," directed by
Nancy Paolo, was the winter
term studio production, and this
term's "Endgame" is also under
the program.
"This is a fine chance to test
your abilities and present student
talent. Whether you are in the
teaching field or not this program
is a must," said Dr. Adams.
The program may also be used
to fulfill the number one objective
in the Liberal Arts Core'
Curriculum.
Applications must be turned
into Dr. Adams' office by
Monday, June 2.

series. The full-time lecturers
include Dr. William R. Allen,
Professor of Economics at the
University of California, Los
Angeles; Dr. David Meiselman,
currently a consultant to the
Secretary of the Treasury, and
Dr. Arthur Shenfield, a British
economist
who
has
held
numerous posts in England's
government.

Two quarter units of graduate
credit have been approved for the
program.

The two guest speakers will be
Dr. W. Philip Gramm who has
written more than 25 books and
articles on economics, and Dr.
Thomas G. Moore, who par
ticipated in the Presidential
Economic Summit Meetings last
September.

Interested parties may contact
Dr. Ronald Finster in the
Economics department. Dr.
Finster is acting as academic
director of the program.
Applications must be in by
June 6.

Persons wishing to attend must
apply early since attendance will
be limited to 50 teachers. Ap
plicants accepted for
the
program pay only
a
$35
registration fee. Tuition, room
and board and required textbooks
will be provided by the ISI.

Art students win prizes
The annual student art show, a
collection of art works by OCE
students, is currently underway
in the Campbell Hall Art Gallery.
Eight prizes were awarded to
OCE art majors for their entries.
The range of prizes went from
sophomores
to
graduate
students. The prize winning
pieces included an earthy woven

landscape and a piece called
"The Glorification of Technology
No. 2." designed by Jerrol L.
Elshman.
Other prize winners were Phil
Fishwick, Kay Held, Gary An
derson, Cheri Jefferson, Richard
Bizzy and Claudia Cave. They
received $50 each for their en
tries.

Memory,
elusive
and
transparent, was the subject of
"The
Glass
Menagerie"
produced at Pentacle Theatre in
Salem last week.
The cast of four includes
Amanda, a mother trying to re
live her life through her
daughter, Laura who is cripple
and extremely shy, Tom, her
brother, who desires to leave
home and find adventure, and
Jim, the gentleman caller.
Amanda was played by Pat
Holman with the confidence of
pro. Ms. Holman created the part
of a defunct southern belle who
was married to a telephone man
who "fell in love with long
distance."
Every movement, gesture, or
expression fit the character of an
old woman trying to recapture
her youth. The elements of
frustration and disappointment
were subtle, yet evident in each
emotion she portrayed.
Tom, the brother, was played
by OCE junior Mark Wood. His
style was slow and pronounced
with each movement exact. He
seemed to indulge himself in deep
thought in every scene. Mark's
interpretation of Tom expressed
a character who walked in and
out of the family traumas. He
was involved, yet aloof, caring,
yet selfish. Mark handled these
contradictions well, slipping
from one to the other smoothly.
Dainty, almost transparent
Laura was played by Lorelei
Ulmer.
Ms. Ulmer carried herself
carefully, as if she might break.
She seemed to mirror the glass
menagerie
that
Laura
workshipped.
Her facial expressions were
excellent, portraying loneliness
and pain as softly and delicately
as her glass unicorn. Ms. Ulmer
especially shone in her scenes
with the gentleman caller.
Ken Hermens, a junior at OCE,
played Jim, the gentleman
caller. Jim glories in the
admiration shown him by Haura,
and Hermens made the most of
this. His smile was too big, his
gestures too pronounced, his
speech too polite, exactly fitting
for a once high school hero. Jim
lives in the confidence of himself
and seeks to share that with
Laura, all the while being honest
about his non-existent intentions.

We have what you're
looking for, and more.

commercial
business
supply120 COMMERCIAL

Magazine
available
"Northwest Passage", OCE's
literary magazine, came out
yesterday and is available in the
College Center Office. Students
may obtain one by asking for it
and will be required to sign for it.
The
magazines
will
be
distributed in this manner until
1,000 copies have been given
away. The remaining copies will
be put in the bookstore next fall
and sold for $1 a copy.
According to this year's editor,
Mike Schuler, the magazine has a
total of 22 contributors. Items
include poems, pictures and a
song.
Schuler said that the staff of
five who have worked since the
beginning of
winter term
"learned a lot as they went
along." He added that when they
began their magazine they were
not aware of the work that was
going to be involved.
The magazine is going to be
entered in a National Literary
Magazine Contest and hopefully
the results will be back by fall
term.
Next year's lit magazine editor
will be chosen at the Publication
Board meeting at 6 p.m. tonight
in the Wallowa Room.

Cannon elected
Daniel G. Cannon, chairman of
OCE's art department, is the new
president of the Arts in Oregon
Council.
He was elected at the council's
annual meeting in Pendleton.
William Glaeser, also of OCE,
was elected vice-president.
Marian Munger, West Linn, is
secretary, and Edith Yang,
Corvallis, treasurer.

OREGON CABLEVISI0N
CO. ANNOUNCES:
SCHEDULE ON CHANNEL 11.
Watch This Ad
For Biweekly Movie Listings.
May 27

NEED ART
SUPPLIES?

The setting was in the round
and dimly lit to create the
memory-like atmosphere.
Director Jeffrey Embler,
interprets the play in this way, "I
could hardly work on 'The Glass
Menagerie' and not recall
moments from my own past,
particularly when the play is part
of that past, and revives
memories of a young man's
dreams of the future and the
excitement of the theatre's
imaginative power."

Wings at Work
Understanding the Atom
(alpha, beta & gamma)
Invitation to the City
MAY 29

JUNE 3

Terra Incognita
Interpretation of Forest •
Understanding the Atom
(Radiation and Matter)
Yugoslavia
Mars, The Search Begins

Skycrane
Understanding the Atom
JUNE 5
(muclear reactions)
Interpretation of Geology
Script for Scandinavia
Bermuda
Sheep meet the Challenge
Satellite Astronomy
Electric Power in Space
Understanding the Atom
(Radiation Detection I)
See Ed Media for further listings

625 Court St.
Dallas
Phone 623-3241 (Dallas)
838-0082 (Monmouth)
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»1ll™c,kJeom gets sixth in nation

By STEVE GEIGER
Lamron Writer

OCE's women's track team
finished its best season ever last
week when 16 Wolves went to
Corvallis and nailed down sixth
place in the Association of In
tercollegiate Athletics Women's
record (
iLach smashed two
records for the Wolves, while
(AIAW) track and field nahonal
Jeanme Zumwalt and Marsha
mfu at °regon State University
nn2atChHet °ne 3nd Char|ene
The OCE women finished the
£hwL
schwanz
tied another.
meet with two seconds, a tourth
a fifth and a sixth place out of 17
wasterthmf" Debbie Brundige
Settin9 ^cords
events in the meet and received a
earl
v thi5
early this spring. She ran the
plaque recognizing them as the
miledunng each of the first three
sixth best women's track team in
the nation.
S6t a new record each
t?mt u
Marsha Melvin, Emilia Edet
at
5TCfUrnent record star|ds
9
14 seconds better
than
Evelyn Okeke and Norma Pyle
Than the previous record.
all scored points tor the Wolves.
Brundige also set a new school
Edet tinished second in the 100
record in the two-mile the first
yard dash and 100 meter hurdles,
time she ran it, getting an 11-12 1
Okeke took second in the shot
timing, 32 seconds better than the
Melvin tinished tourth in the
old record.
javelin and Pyle was sixth in the
McClary made her presence
Pentathlon.
known on the track this year as
UCLA won the meet when by
she won the 440 a number of times
out-dueling Prairie View A & AA ot
and became OCE's new record
Texas, 89-71. Texas Women's
holder in the event. She broke the
University took third with 29
one minute 440 by running it in
points, Colorado State and
59.8 seconds and also set a new
Michigan State tied tor tourth
880 record during the season with
with 27 points and OCE was sixth
a strong 2:26.6 time.
with 23.
Norma Pyle, who took sixth in
There were 97 schools and 500
the nation in the pentathlon, set a
women at the meet trom 30 difnew school record in that event
ferent states. The strong sixth
by scoring 3,377 points. Pyle also
place tinish was the best ever for
set a new long jump record of
an OCE womens track squad,
17'1" during the year.
with the previous best being 12th
Evelyn Okeke set new records
place a few years ago.
in the shot put and discus events
The 440 relay team, undefeated
during the team's first meet in
in regular season due to running
early
April and continued
of Jeannie Zumwalt, Benita
breaking her own records
Lloyd, Sandy Herbert and Edet,
throughout the year. Okeke, one
took a 12th place finish in the of two women's track member to
nationals. Kathy Bryant, one of
compete
in
international
OCE's top shot putters during the competition for Nigeria, owns a
season, took eighth in the nation
the Pentathlon.
138'4" discus record and a 48'6V2"
in that event.
shot put record.
During the regular season the
Emilia Edet, the other half of
team proved themselves to be the the Nigerian power on the team,
best team in Oregon. The women,
set school records in the 100
in six meets this year, went
meter hurdles, 14.3 seconds, and
Season bests for the 1975 womens track
undefeated, took 53 first's in 96 in the 100 yard dash, ll.l seconds.
team.
100
Emilia Edet ll.l (school record)
individual events against 45 other
Marsha Melvin came on strong
100 meter hurdles
Emilia Edet 14 3
schools, bested Oregon State four
(school record)
at the end of the year to finish
times and the University of
220
Emilia
Edet
26.7
fourth in the nation in the javelin.
400 meter hurdles Jeannie Zumwalt 65 8
Oregon twice.
She holds the school record of
(school record)
In post season play, OCE
440
Joan McClary 59.8 (school record)
156'0". Melvin threw the spear
440 relay
Jeannie Zumwalt, Benita
showed that they are not only the 148'9" in the nationals.
Lloyd, Sandy Herbert, Emilia Edet 49 l
top team in the Northwest, but
(school record)
Jeannie Zumwalt broke the
one of the best in the nation. The school record in the 400 meter
women took second in the Nor hurdles with a 65.8 time.
thwest championship meet in
Charlene Schwanz tied teammate
Eugene two weeks ago, finishing
A. J. Christensen's high jump
ahead of such teams as Oregon, record of 5'2" earlier this year to
Oregon State, Washington and also get into the record books.
Washington State.
Sandy Herbert, Benita Lloyd,
Emilia Edet and Jeannie Zum
Not only did the team show that
walt joined together to set a new
it is one of the best in the nation,
school record in the 440 relay with
but final season statistics show
a 49.1 time.

,r.r.rr'rr-

nation In the shot put and Pyle finished sixth In

1975 women's track bests
880 Joan McClary 2:26.6 (school record)
880 medley relay
Benita Lloyd, Jeannie
Zumwalt, Charlene Schwanze, Cheryl
Garrison 1:52.3
Mile
Debbie Brundige 5 06.4 (school
record)
Mile relay
Norma Pyle, Jeannie Zum
wa.t, Charlene Schwanz, Cheryl Garrison
Two-mile
Debbie
(school record)

Brundige

11 12 1

EVe'V"

record l""'
record"5

EVe'Vn

°keke

48 4'<sch001

°kekC

,38'4"

(sch°o'

Javelin
Marsha Melvin 156 0" (school
w
record)
High Jump
Charlene Schwanz 5'2" (ties
school record)
recorc?) J°mP
Pantathlon
(school record)

Norma

Norma

pV,e ,7'1"

Pyle

(school

3,367

Dts
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OCE shotputter Annie Wells shows the strain of national
competition as she prepares to hurl the shot during the
women's national meet at Oregon State last weekend.

May 22, 1975

Joan McClary receives the baton from Charlene Schwanz during the qualifying heats of
the quarter mile relay at the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics Women's national
track and field meet at Oregon State last weekend. The OCE women placed sixth In the
nation and received a plaque for their efforts.
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year
record broken

Linfield upsets Wolf trackmen domination
By STEVE CARRIGG
Lamron Writer
OCE's five year domination of
NAIA District II track and field
has ended. The Wolves met their
demise at the hands of the
Linfield College Wildcats on
Saturday, May 17.
Linfield took an early lead after
the first day of competition in the
21st District II championship and
never looked back. Following
Friday's action, where only four
events were scored, the Wildcats
has amassed 64 points to the
Wolves 25.
It looked as if there might be
hope for the Wolves at the start of
the second day of competition
when OCE walkers placed first,
second and fourth. All hope went
out the window as Linfield once
again began to dominate the
remaining events. Taking first or
second in ten events, the Wildcats
proved too powerful for the
ravenous pack of Wolves.
OCE faired well in the 10,000

meter walk with Rob Frank
taking first with a fast time of
49:20, his personal best. A
newcomer to the event, Duke
Henslee, aroused an excitable
crowd of spectators by edging
Lewis and Clark's Wilt Jackson
for fourth place in one of the
hardest fought battles of the
meet.
Exchanging
racing
philosophy throughout a good
portion of the six mile plus race,
Henslee and Jackson were
separated by barely a second at
the finish.
OCE hammer throwers Ray
Nix and Lee Eikanas placed
second and third as they met
their biggest challenger all
season, Scott Burkhart from
Lewis and Clark. While Eikanas
uncorked his best effort of the
season with a 159' 11" toss, it was
not enough to match Burkhart's
168' 11", a nation-leading mark
for small colleges this year. Tye
Wilson added a fifth place in the
hammer and will no doubt be a
tremendous title contender for

Softball team places
seventh nationally
By SUE STRONG
for the Lamron
OCE is once again claiming
national recognition as the
women's varsity Softball team
landed seventh place in national
competition last week. The
double elimination tournament,
held in Omaha, Nebraska, pitted
the women against other top
teams from all over the United
States.
After a long trip to the tour
nament, the Wolfettes showed
their stuff as they won three of
the five strike-outs to keep Texas
games played. The first victory
was against Texas Women's
University, as pitcher Carla
Hazan racked up five strike-outs
to keep Texas down to two runs.
A sacrifice bunt in the third
inning by Cecil Ward brought in
the first run of the gave for OCE.
Ward again proved her worth in
the seventh when she slammed a
big triple to help tally up the six
runs to overpower Texas.
The second game against Ball
State was a slug-test, mainly on
OCE's side. Triples by Ward and
Sue Mitchell, and singles#by Deb
Griffin, Paula Mestrich* Karen
Hammond, Bonnie Souers, Jane
Ellis and Mitchell totaled the
score to fourteen big runs against
Ball State's nine.
Nebraska State, which went on
to take first in nationals, handed
OCE its first loss, but only by a
score of 1-0. The Wolfettes
threatened twice with hits by
Ellis and Mitchell, but in the end
were left stranded on base.
The defeat was short-lived as
the Wolfettes bounced back to
beat Weber State by a score of 87. A big double for Hazan in the
fifth brought three teammates
across home plate. Singles
seemed to dominate the game,
but gave the needed runs to get
by Weber State.
The final game against North
Colorado dealt OCE its second
loss. Pitcher Carol Adams, made
a good showing by striking out
five opponents. Singles by Griffin
and Hazan and a threatening
triple by Mitchell in the third
looked promising, but pop flies
put an end to the threat. Colorado
squeeked by one run in the third
to have the only score in the
game.
"I think we played very well,"
said Coach Carol Brownlow.
"The best games we played, both
defensively and offensively, were
against Nebraska and Colorado
in which we lost. Nebraska took
the championship and we only
lost to them zero-one, so I feel we
did real well."
A slightly road-weary Softball
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team will be recuperating
quickly as it prepares for the
State Tournament with a game
against OSU. The JV's will be
looking for more victories to take
to State when they play Lewis
and Clark on Thursday and
Portland Community College
Wednesday, May 28.
The culminating event of the
season is the State Tournament
May 30 and 31 in Eugene. If OCE
is seventh in the nation, the team
should easily take first in the
state.

Weightlifter
takes fourth
Warren Wardius, an OCE
junior competing for the first
time in two years, captured
fourth place in the 148-1b. class of
the
Pacific
Northwest
Weightlifting Championships
Saturday, May 17, in Portland.
Wardius lifted a total of 955
pounds in three lifts.
Wardius narrowly missed third
place, losing to Gary Nelson of
Oregon State University. Nelson
was given the third place nod
because he weighed V/i pounds
less than Wardius. Both had total
lifts of 955 pounds.
The competition was won by
Joe Bockman of Portland.
Bockman lifted a total.of 1,160
pounds.
Wardius' three lifts included a
350 pound squat, 200 pound bench
press and 405 pound dead lift.
The competition was open to
individuals
from
Oregon,
Washington, Idaho and Montana.
Wardius formerly competed
for Oregon State University.

the Wolves next season when Nix
and Eikanas will have graduated.
Lloyd Graves edged Linfield's
Tony Robillard in the shot put
with a toss of 52'73/a", Steve
Sears, also of OCE, placed fourth
behind Graves and two Linfield
competitors to round out com
petition in the shot for the
Wolves.
Randy Kruse of OCE and
Randy Carter of Linfield locked
horns and ambitions in the long
jump. Although both individuals
showed nearly equal ability and
ambition throughout the season,
Carter came out on top by inches
with a leap of 23-3 to Kruse's 22-7.
While the Wolfpack did not
show tremendous strength in the
running events, they did stun an
unexpecting field in the 440 relay
with a second place effort and a
season's best of 42.3 Some of the
most exceptional performances
came from some of the Wolves
upcoming young athletes.
Rob Allen, a sophomore, placed
second in a tough decathlon field
which included Ed Buck, George
Fox' multitalented superman.
Both Buck and Allen rank high in
the nation in the decathlon. Allen
led after the eighth event with
5,577 points to Buck's 5,509. Buck
came back strong in his best
events, the javelin and the 1500
meter run, to top the 7,000 point
mark by 54 points in the finals.
Allen paced the remainder of the
field with an exceptional point
total of 6,817.
Ken Nelson and Dan Roberts,
both freshmen from Astoria,
added to the list of personal bests
in their respective events. Nelson
flung the javelin 12 feet farther
than his previous best and some
26 feet better than his best as a
high school senior one year ago.
Roberts competed over his head
in the high jump in competition
which saw him miss first place by
one jump.
Mike Gordon from Pacific
University tied Roberts at the
height of 6'7" as both jumpers
failed in their alloted three at
tempts at 6-8. A jumpoff again at
that height gave Gordon the extra
chance he needed to win, while
Roberts failed to make the height
on his fourth try.
In a grueling six mile race
Mark Wojohn from OCE placed
sixth to defend that same position
garnered by another
Wolf
competitor last year. Wojohn
closed out his college running
career with a personal best of
31:52.
Hammer throw
Scott Burkhart (L8.C)
168 11; Lee Eikanas (OCE) 159 0; Ray Nix
(OCE) 156 5.
Mile
Steve Hills (NWN) 4.08.8; Dave
Nickelson (Lin) 4:10.4, Tom Cason (Lin)
4:18.1.
440 Relay
Linfield (Knudsen, Lazelle,
Smith, King) 41.8; OCE (Rice, Kruse,
Procter, Cantrell 42.3; George Fox 42.4.
10,000 meter walk
Rob Frank (OCE)
49:20.2. Jim Bean (OCE) 50:25.4; Jeff
Reynolds (EOSC) 53:08.6.
120 High Hurdles
Rob Peterson (Will)
14.7; Bruce Lindquist (Lin) 15.0; Rick
Hedges (OCE) 15.1.
Shot
Lloyd Graves (OCE) 52 8; Toby
Robillard (Lin) 52-5' 2; Ken Cutcher (Lin) 51
3.
440
Keith Lazelle (Lin) 48.9; E. A.
Kumbruwah (L&C) 49.0; Bruce Pender
(GF) 49.2.
880
Dave Nikelson (Lin) 1:56.0; Pat
McKeethan (Pac) 1:56.2; Ron Bennett
(EOSC) 1:56.3.
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Books, Posters
Greeting
Cards
Gift Wrapping
Special Orders Filled

Westcott (L8.C) 237,1; Dale Grant (SOSC)
232 1.
Three Mile
Dan Hall (Eill) 14:12.9,
Randy Huckey (Lin) 14:26.8, Kevin Cooley
(L8.C) 14:30.5.
Mile relay
Lewis and Clark 3:18.5,
Linfield 3:18.8, OCE 3:20.3.
Decathlon
Ed Buck (GF) 7054, Allen
(OCE) 6817; Cotton (Lin) 6548.
Team totals: Linfield 209, OCE 146, Lewis
and Clark 86, Willamette 67, George Fox 63,
Pacific 60, Oregon Tech 23, EOSC 19, SOSC
17, NWN16, Western Baptist 4 and College of
Idaho 1.

Stove Soars prepares to heave the shot during a recent
men's practice on the OCE track.

The
Greentree
Children's
Book Store

8-IO:ooPr« TU6S0W

8:00 - \ 0 ' 0 0

100
Gerald King (Lin) 9.7; Bill Rice
(OCE) 9.9; John Koroma (GF) 10.0.
440 Intermediate Hurdles Chris Knudsen
(Lin) 54.3; Gary Smith (Lin) 54.6; Dave
Runner (Will) 54.9.
Triple Jump Charles Yendork (L8.C) 47
5; Fred Pearson (Pac) 46 1; Lee Reed
(OCE) 44 1.
220
Gerald King (Lin) 21.9, Bruce
Ponder (GF) 22.3, Keith Lazelle (Lin) 22.3.
High Jump Mike Gordon (Pac) 6-7; Dan
Roberts (OCE) 6 7; Roger Thomas (EOSC)
6 7.
Javelin
Tony Grant (OIT) 243 1; Dave

I
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Rye named league president
By STEVE GEIGER
Lamron Writer

Sport is for all
By MIKE ROONEY
Lamron Sports Editor
This being the second to the last issue of the year I
on sport as
a whole. I d like to explain the way I see athletics at all
levels.
From the top professional to the unagile, fast-growing
teenager to the 85 year-old grandmother, there is always
a place for them in sports or at least there should be No
one should be excluded from participation.

mUSlr.thH,f-,0P^r+Un|ty t0 relate mV v^ws

I'm not saying that there is a place on a college or high
school team for everyone. I think when a child is young
there should be some form of outlet for his or her
athletic interests. By the time high school and college
comes up the child should have decided for himself what
competitive sports, if any, he or she can compete in.
If a youngster cannot compete, what then? This is
when intramurals at all grade levels come into use.
After watching an NBA playoff game, some people can't
resist the urge to go shoot some hoops. The individual
might not be able to walk and chew gum at the same
time, but that individual should have the chance to play.
There should be a public place in every community
where sport at this level can be enjoyed by all - male and
female. Be it volleyball, baseball, tennis, jogging or
swimming, it all should be available to a youngster just
interested in recreation.
The next level is sport for youngsters at a competitive
level. Most little league and grade school teams are in
function in every community in Oregon. The sparsely
populated communities are the areas that have the most
difficult time putting on programs of this kind because
of cost.
I attribute my early interest in athletics to successful
youth programs. Before competing on organized teams
of any kind, there was always excellent recreation to be
had since I grew up next to a large park that had five
baseball diamonds, 24 indoor and outdoor basketball
hoops, volleyball, tetherball, a track, ping pong and in
general, the works.
In little league, grade school and Babe Ruth I at
tribute my skyrocketing interest to the best amateur
coaches available. The best youth programs will
produce the most successful high school, college and
professional athletes. The root of that comes from
fundamentally sound coaches that are not in it for the
benefit of their sons or daughters.
High school is where most youngsters first face do or
die competition. If the do or die attitude is not pushed by
coaches it is usually pushed by parents who want to
share in the limelight of a star athlete. The top
ingredients in sport at this level are interest, fun and
competitive spirit.
The college should provide as many, if not more,
athletic outlets as a miniature community. From teamcompeting sports to the individual who lifts weights for
exercise, the college is responsible to maintain
programs to accommodate all.
In this aspect OCE is definitely a success. Women s
programs are finally reaching the standards that men
attained about the time this institution was built. Recent
additions in volleyball and tennis are proof of that.
The repertoire of men's sports got a boost this spring
with the addition of rugby. The list of activities available
is tough to beat.

After graduation from college what happens. Usually
a newly married couple sits around and gets fat. This is
where the community gets involved. Jogging, co-ed
volleyball, adult tumbling and swimming are typical
activities that should be provided by community
organizations. Then, it is the job of the individual to
become involved in these sports.
The areas of available activities that lacks the most in

OCE is going to have a big
voice in sports during the 1975-76
school year, both nationally and
locally.
OCE Athletic Director Dr.
Robert Livingston was named
March 14 to head the National
Association of Intercolleqiate
Athletics (NAIA) during the
1975-76 school year. Tuesday,
May 13, OCE became the home of
another president when Dr. Jack
Rye, OCE's Director of Graduate
Programs, was named to head
the Evergreen Conference for the
next two years.
Like Livingston in the NAIA,
Rye is expected to help mold the
other seven Evergreen Con
ference
schools
athletic
programs with his own beliefs
and with the current beliefs in use
at OCE.
Rye was chosen president by
an EvCo nominating committee,
the seven EvCo Athletic Direc
tors and each school's faculty
advisor representative.
Rye's
first
meeting
as
president will be in November,
when he will meet with the
athletic directors and faculty
representatives to take care of
conference
business.
Rule
changes and various policies
affecting the athletics of the
Evergreen Conference will be
discussed.
Rye said that during his twoyear term, the conference
handbook will be constantly

Term Papers! North America's largest
service. For catalogue send S2 to:
Essay Service, P. O. Box 1218,
Niagara Falls, New York 14302. Also,
campus representatives required
Please write. Phone 416 366 6549
Needed: Odd jobs performed by semi
skilled, educated ex student. Pain
ting, gardening, bicycle repairs, etc.
See Lee at 545 E. Jackson St.
For Sale: 1955 Chevrolet pick up, long
bed, excellent engine; needs tires.
$600 or best offer. Call 838 4735.
For Sale: 1968 Chev Impala vinyl top, 2
dr. P.B., P.S., excellent condition,
good tires, $1100. 838 2206 eves.
Moving Sale: May 24 & 25, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Bookcase, stereo, hair dryer,
dinette & chairs, etc. 159 S. Monmouth
No. 2. 838 2206.
For Sale: Matched set wedding bands,
$50. 838 2206 eves.
Found: Pocket dictionary with name
Leanne McLain inside. Contact
College Center Office.
For Sale: 1 cap and gown size medium.
Will sell cheap. Contact SPO No. 614

revised. Rules and by-laws will
be studied by the various school
athletic directors and faculty
advisor representatives.
At the meetings, which will be
held once each fall and spring
during the two years, Rye said
the athletic directors will spend a
lot of time talking about changing
rules, while the faculty advisor
representatives will deal with
such things as the eligibility
status of players. Rye will double
as OCE's faculty advisor
representative.
In his post, Rye will have a
close affiliation with both the
NAIA and Districts 1 and 2.
District 2 is made up of small
Oregon colleges, including EvCo
teams Southern Oregon, Eastern
Oregon, Oregon Institute of
Technology and OCE, while

^At any age or ability a person should not be kept from
having fun at any sport because of non-availabil y.

No matter what he does, Rye
will no doubt be another "big
voice in the house" for OCE.

S m i t h , Lindow EVCO stars
OCE baseball players Greg
Smith and Bobby Lindow were
named to the all-star team of the
Evergreen Conference Southern
division by ballot of league
players and coaches last week.
Lindow,
a
senior
from
Hillsboro, ended the season with
a .387 batting average to lead the
team in that department. The
third baseman also led the team
in doubles (5), runs scored (22),
and stolen bases (21).
Smith, playing out his next to
last season at OCE, finished the
season hitting ata .290 clip. Smith

Wanted: Looking for an aggressive sales
individual. 5'.' hr day telephoning
nationwide with assured high com
mission earnings. Future growth, job
stability, full benefits including
pension profit sharing. Call National
Office Supplies, 399 7661.

For Sale: Pre recorded cassette tapes,
some variety. Must sell soon! '
price. Call 838 2793 Mondays after 2
p.m.
For Sale: Must sell 1971 Cuda, PS 4
speed with Hurst linkage, pistol grip,
Appliance mags, new front tires, new
ball joints, new clutch, new pressure
plate and throwout bearings, new
flywheel; air scoop tape player, rear
and front speakers, radio heater.
$1,895. See at 70 Edgewood Road,
Monmouth or call 838 2312.
Ride Needed: I need a ride to
Bend Friday, May 23. Please contact
me as soon as possible. I will help with
gas expenses. SPO 132 or 838 3629,
Kathi Cook.
Wanted: Female roommate. Own
bedroom. $65 mo., this summer. Call
after 5 p.m., 838-0549.

led the team with the most hits,
as he hit safely 31 times. The
junior from Dallas also picked up
11 stolen bases for the Wolves,
who finished their season with a
10-14 record.
The southern division all-star
team reads as follows: Geary
Michels, EOSC; John Sallee,
EOSC; catcher, Don Heuberger,
EOSC.
First baseman, Dave Hummel,
Oregon Institute of Technology;
second baseman, Paco Joanis,
OIT; shortstop, Ed Eaton,
Southern Oregon State College;
third baseman, Steve Entenman,
OIT; Bob Lindow, OCE; utility,
Rick Smith, SOSC.
Outfielders, Gary Eckart,
SOSC; Steve Capps, SOSC;
Jamie Angley, EOSC; Greg
Smith, OCE; designated hitter,
Craig Robinson, EOSC.

HAMMAN
STAGE LINES
Charter Service
+ Public Address
System
-fRest Room Equipped
+ Air Conditioned
+ Picture Windows
+ Air Ride

378-0525

—a —I DT
Mon-Fri - 9:30-9 Sun-1-5
Sat -9:30-5
CLOTHES FOR MEN
198 Liberty Street, N. E.
585-7200
Salem, Oregon 97301

IN INDEPENDENCE

xrtfc WEE SHOp
"We Baby Your Bug"

" O Wuo r rk & P r i c e s
Are Second to None
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE
MAJOR MOTOR OVERHAUL
PAINT AND BODY WORK
TUNE UPS

some towns are those sports that the elderly enjoy. Golf,
lawn bowling and bowling are popular sports tor the
elderly but because of their location, sPecial!zat'°."°r
expense most old can't participate in these ^'on^
Old people want to do more than sit around and play

District
1 includes
small
Washington colleges like Western
Washington, Eastern Washington
and Central Washington state
colleges of the EvCo.
Rye will consider the rules and
policies of the NAIA, made up of
555 nationwide schools including
OCE, when deciding upon new
EvCo codes.
Rye hasn't set any real goals
for himself yet and he hasn't
come up with any revolutionary
ideas which could help put his
name in the annals of the
Evergreen Conference. He just
plans to "play it cool" and see
what develops during his two
years in office.

>
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838-9979
300 N Main. Indp

Schedule
Service
Monmouth Depot
R 'n' L Super Drug
170 West Main St.
LEAVE
Monmouth to Salem
Daily
7:10a.m.
l:20p.m
10:18a.m.
4:30 p.m
5:45 p.m
Sundays & Holidays
5:15p.m.&6:30p.m.
LEAVE
Salem to Monmouth
Daily
6:30a.m.
2:40p.m
9:45a.m.
5:15p.m
Sundays & Holidays
3:30 p.m. & 6:00 p.m.
854 Front St. NE
Salem, Ore.
Phone 378-0525
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Shelton takes 3rd

Netters capture title

Golfers edged out

knr a mn
Hi
Q tT
became
district
champ by g:
downing Brian Schlafke of SOC 6- ;.;
The OCE golf team came close
3 and 6-4. Stovall sacked SOC s .v to being the District 2's national
George Heintz 7-6 and 6-2 to take:-;.; representative last Thursday and
his individual crown in No. 6
Friday but were edged out in the
singles.
;; end by Willamette in the District
District II player of the year:;;:
2 championship golf tourney held
Jon Christenson was the only
in Forest Grove.
player to defeat OCE's number::;:
The Wolves trailed the Salem
i The district playotts invited
one player Mark Clement. Both:-;:
Bearcats by a team total of just
•'••four area tennis teams to the
players won sets by identical 6-4:;:;
six strokes after the first round of
^competition, but defending
counts, but Christenson came.*.;
action Thursday, 298-304, but in
x champion Lewis and Clark and
back to nip Clement 7-6 for the i;-;
the second round Willamette
!;! College of Idaho were not factors
third set and the championship.':;-;
outscored OCE by 302-309 and the
Singles finalists Steve Hill (No. ;;;
3), Ed Goin (No. 4) and Ron;; teams finished one-two.
Southern Oregon College,
Warkentin (No. 5) all had tough;;;
representing the Evergreen
matches in the finals but had tog
Conference along with OCE,
settle for second as their foes
from SOC, L & C and SOC :;• stayed close with 306 total strokes
respectively went on to win;; the first day and finished with 620
for third place. Lewis and Clark
crowns.
OCE's clincher was two;!;! College, representing the North
west Conference along with
doubles wins in the second and
Willamette, had a first day 311
third doubles spots. Chisolm and
and a second day 315 for a fourthStovall were winners at No. 2 as
they beat a duo from SOC 6-3, 4-6 g place 626 finish.
Dave Shelton had the low score
and 6-2.
:*/•: for OCE, a two-round 149 to finish
Ed Goin and Ron Warkentin g
in a tie for third place in the
turned an identical trick in theg
No. 3 spot as they survived theg tournament. Shelton had an
opening round of 77 to trail leader
blistering McMinnville sun to;;,
! Chuck Gall of Willamette, who
down stubborn SOC opponents Al:;
: had a first round 73, to tie for
I Zischke and Flint Sandrock.
!;!
; sixth after the first round with
In No. 1 doubles OCE finalists!;:
: OCE's Bill Seamster.
I Mark Trolan and Steve Hill were';!
Shelton followed up his 77 with
not as fortunate as their team-!;!
; a strong 72 on Friday but it
mates as they lost their finals;!;
! wasn't enough to catch Gall, who
match to SOC's Mitch Danielson x
; shot a 74 on Friday for a 147 total
and Brian Schlafke who won 6-4, ;!;
! and medalist honors. Seamster
3-6 and 6-4.
;!!; also bettered his game on the
In team scoring Lewis and;
I; second day and shot a 75 to finish
Clark and College of Idaho were';
•: at 152 and in a tie for fifth place.
way down the ladder as they;
Shelton finished third in the
picked up only 60 or less team \
tourney, behind Gall and SOC's
points.
; Ron Walker, who had a 75-73-148,
All varsity players will make;
Scott Gunning of Willamette also
the trip to Kansas City next;!
had a 149 to take third with
Thursday, as will coach Mc-;!
:! Shelton. Shelton's 72 on Friday
Cullough. The team is scheduled;!
Lamron photo by DARYL BONITZ
; was the low score that day.
to make the gruesome trip by!;
:';
Greg Williams was the number
Steve Hill, left, and Mark Trolan placed second In doubles
automobile, which is enough-,
>: three finisher for the Wolves,
competition at the District II men's tennis championships
riding to take any player off his;
;!; shooting a 78-79-157. Williams
:•! was followed by Jim SchI

! While Linfield was walking
:|away with district titles in track
::and baseball last Saturday at
:• McMinnville, coach Bob Mc';Cullough's tennis team was
!: capturing the District II men's
•itennis championship.

U />

->

as the playoffs proved to be a
dual match between Southern
Oregon College. By virtue of six
OCE finalists in the six singles
spots and three doubles finalists
in the six doubles finals, the Wolf
netters finished ahead of SOC 168156 and earned a trip to Kansas
City, June 2 to 7, for nationals.
John Chisolm at No. 2 singles
and Dirk Stovall at No. 6 were
both winners of their cham
pionship matches as Chisolm

g

g
g
g
g

vaneveldt's 80-78-158, Fred
Berkey's 79-80-159 and Tom
Elliot's 81-80-161.
Willamette, with the District 2
championship, earned a trip to
Fort Worth, Texas. The nationals
will be held June 3 to June 6.

Summer clinics
due for girls
The OCE physical education
department will conduct two
summer clinics for high school
women athletes and coaches.
A six-day session on power
volleyball will be emphasized in
the first clinic, July 14 to July 19.
Mary Boynton, OCE volleyball
coach and Northwest All-Star
team member, is the head
instructor and clinic coordinator.
Joining Boynton with the in
structing will be Marlene Piper,
Portland State coach and former
member
of
the
National
Canadian Volleyball Team.
The following week, July 21 to
July 26, Joseph Caligure, OCE
coach and assistant professor of
physical education, will conduct
a women's basketball clinic. He
will be assisted by Boynton.
Each six-day session will in
clude general classes for all
participants, with separate
programs designed for coaches
and teachers. Both groups will
receive classes and discussion on
types of offenses and defenses,
skill analysis and basic playing
sense.
The clinics will take place in
the new PE gym. Coaches and
college students may earn two
hours workshop credit for each
clinic (ED 402g).
For registration information
students may write Summer
Clinics, Office of
Special
Programs, OCE, Monmouth,
Oregon 97361.

T.K.B. SMOKER
Tonight is the night to see the annual TKB 'SMOKER'.
An event that can't be missed!
This year's smoker should prove to be
without a shadow of a doubt, the best
ever.
With eight of the thirteen fighters
being seasoned veterans, the event
should be interesting as well as exciting.
The five rookies are expected to put on a
tremendous exhibition of style and
stamina.

Proven past exhibitions show the
smoker as a most popular and colorful
event highlighting the spring term at
OCE.
This year's participants include: Doug
Trice, Kim Landis, Mike Zenota, Terry
Danielson, Steve Wilson, Terry
Wadkins, Dave Dillingham, Stan Mayer,
Tim Hundley, Ron Carter, Mike Manley,
Larry Monagon and Rich Edwards.

SIGN UP NOW!

MAY 22 7:30 P.M.
OLD GYM

